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i'refatory Note
ft

The objective of this study is to define and peovide,

justification for feasible alternative options which hold

14omise of providing adequate financial support for public

library services.

The researchpli!an-implemented in thee -study was

A

e

designed to examine 'and evaluate relevant data, informa-
.

tion'and developmental patterns wit4in the public,libraiy,

publid finance ,and governmental. administration fields.

Th focus of these efforts was to provide.insight.apd

judgment on the general questions: (1) what ate the_

roblemS in the present pattern.of pu.,lic library

nancing, and (2) :what changes and. .alternative method$

can be proposed to provide a more adequate funding system?

.
The rc..eaxch focussed on the following areas,,

of which are Of strategic importance 1;.o'ftinding issues:

(1) ,pole of-the public library; characteristics and
potential of public library services for meeting
present and future societal needs;

(2) AZesponeibilities, structure, organization, aegal
basis for public library development and financing
at Federal,state and local levels;

(3) General assessment of the existing pattern and
nature of public library .services in relation
to the fundin4 systems; a

(41 'Public goods theory applied to public library
financing as a frame of reference for developing
and examining, alteniative funding systems;
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a

,,' I . ,(5) ,,Diffre.inticil,nd'pds 'for..public V.ibrary services
and differenta.ziA capacitf of states and local
cjVvernments,'to supFort such services; 4.,',,

' :... . .0 ..
. i

(6)% COmpalizon andrelatio4hips of public library
funding systems witir<?tbor relevant systems of
gevernmtntal financing, 13articularZ public
education fii\anc ..,A-JJ

-. ,

'BEST CO Mitatit

(7) Patterns and trends in state and,localgoVezn-:-.,.,;;
anent fiscal affairs and taxation. problems; and

(8) Impact.of revenue, sharing including any 'concomita.
changes in the Federal ralle and intergovernmental
fiscal policies.

At' strategic points in the study prOcessGovernent
e

Studies a Systems.(GSS) organi-zed and conducted three day-long,
sulinar-sessions to review, analyze and evaluate the research
design, findings and conclusions of research components, and
the 'forMul.itlon. of alternative funding options. ID aalltioV,.
to GSS and sins consultant staff, identified below, these
s ssions were attendec by Ms. Kathleen Molz, former Chief,
Planning Staf, f, Bureau of. Libraries. -and Learning Reiources,
Mr. pickpick Lys.. , Acting ,chief D4ivision of Liktiary Programs

6.

and Mr. 'Charles Atevens, Executive Director of the National
CommisSien. Tile last of these ,session3, held in Zebruary1974,
Included memoirs of the NCLIS Committee with oversight over
this study. project., This.. grout included:: Mr.:Louis Lerner,
Chairman, Mss. Bessie Moore and Mi. John Velde. GSS expresses

'its gratitude for the participation of these individuals in
0

4,
meeting6 which were most productive in carrying forward the
study prtocess. Responsibility for finding's, conclusions
and reeomtltendations in the report, of coursel.remain with GSS.
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Member.s'of- thcgottady team included an outstanding

c;wtrVcovering, library services dpvelopment

'and operations, eeo:aomics, \management, and intergovernmentat\

fiscal affairs. Dr. Low& N. Martin, Professor of Library
,

'Science,. Columidia Univz?rsi,..y. and Mr. Keith Doms4 Director

of the ree Library of Philadellihia, repres6nted the
,library Dr. Martin prepared the basic draft of

Section II of the report aeaiing with, the public library

. '11cil,41? issue. Dr. Morris Hamburg,. Professor' oaf Statistics
14-a4 Ib V ., , .,- w \1 1

and Operaigps Research, Uniyersity of Penns7lvania dealt

wi..th the examiL'i;fil4Ag. application of the public- goods
.

, theory. Mr. Jacob JafferSenior Analyst,$(Reed)

''Advisory Commission on IntergOvernmental Relations

a

performed tine fiscal analysis and draftA eo Se6tion

the Report. Dr. Ronald-Whitfield Assistant Professor

of Management, Bucknell University', .tssisted in.the research

Activities 'elAnd in theIfreparation of workiig papers.
M.

Governiwnt Studies &.Sygtems staff assigned tothis.

prdject ino4ded Charies,P. Cella, piJector, WS,
tr

Arnold' R., Post., Charles 1. Goldman, John Q. Benford and

Sharon N4 Wraith. ROdney P. Lane served as Projebt Director,

a

a

Government Studies & Systems
April,. 19'74
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ALT2RNATIVIIS FOR r UNDING7THE PUBBIC LIBRAMT.

Suzuaa_a

k
164

, $.T1lu centr,41 conclusion or this -alysis.of funding

/pattornu and genzral asseos.meat of .inancing Fequirements
,.00 ' . .... ..

for' adequately supporting the public library is that the. . ,. i.present. system its basically deficient. in almost two
deca&r; of operation since t24idirect involvement of the

4.41

,
.

\Federal government, the prose t system has not produced
, i
an effective development and: c distribution of public library

4 ' r
- 1

F
4
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V

' services.: The diitribution of Oasts among the levels anti
jurj.sdictidns of government grossly_ inequitable and. is
a prime deterrent to the progressive develapmeiit of a

public library ,syst.
educational- crltural needs of a modern soapty.

sponsive to the informational:-

*

The State cf the institution
Histiprically, the public librar: repre4ented a. priVate

3

4

responsd to '.trie clearly Tel t need dta.prgiride a contral
a\ .repository of information and knowleclge.vit.. ..

fievelOppnt and economic and culturarundsr
1

through them, the advancement f)f the community;

1 to the

tanding of all

Tai© public library today represents. an under7d4veloped
,

national resource atifedti:ng and fffectei.by the educational,
cultural and overall. quality of life in the United 'States.

6

This resource plays a unite, role in this c iomocratc

.

It provides informationaa, educatianal',?,and culturl
#

socLety.

igrvices
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., .

in pa:tterns which'vAry .accordingiltto.estiMates,of need; sone-
.

times imperfectly perceived lty the llh'raiNi;1!titution it"zerf.
,1

.Mdre.impoz:tantly, sc!rvicas vary Tidely accordinq'to ::he
, t

$

fiscal abillty.(4 state, county, an jd local jurisdictions
.

.to provide 3ibrary-'6ervices equizably to all.,the nation's

citizens.
0

. .
.

: Uniquely, .and Ior.a varlety df reasons, the pUbile
. .

library-hat not emerged or developed in a political or
1 6

--bureaucat4c.form typical of other social instituttons.

It eAists todapIargely in its pri tine st+ as an almost

randomly dIstributed pattern of s .1.-41ndependent local se vice.
.

ageAbies and-sys..ems"onlysloosely Coordinated witb other
.

;11. social tie it is ...related by ,trazfi-

tIon and. function to the-public education. system. Yet,

cannot be'corksid6red an integral part of 'public etiucation,

=C can .it 41'4 desoriboa as a functio.ml.'service in 413.he

mainstream ot,govertment.' This set of '61;aracteristici

represents a teavy ;lability for puplic libraries in terms

of attaining stab44e, adbquate,fin4nCiai support for a full

set df services vallable.td all citizens. 'The institution:Is

deep roots In ie,comMlin4W* its-strong civic. support

represent the publsc library s principal asset, at leakt
,pv ,

PPtentially, in'gtriving to develop a viable pattern of

services resporsivd to `the variety of communit§ and.
1 .

indixidual nee4s

1.,!,

I... f

vii
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Today.:4in our' highly Conplex, indty.4trialied amd,frag-

X+2
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,

mented society, the need for decentralized repositories
. . ,A

, .

of information, knowledge' atid cultural services still exis4...

1 A ,
and perheip's is even intensi7tied. There, are still wide socio-

,
. \ 'y t

eoonomic and,ciltura gaps in our social structure and quite
. ) a

alienated groups prcedUcing needs whiFh nave long been the

focus
of public library servLAes. Iu an era of afflu9pCe,

theyq is still iQ need to provide an over wi.der variety of

:Chdrifiels OS upward social and e&momic mobility respenSiva

to community.and individual nee 's and selection. her is

increasing evidence that our f8r alized", kureaucratic
of,

structures .for social, education.' and economic advancement
.

,
,

A D;
. .

''s have notftserved.4ade4uate3Nr aqu4lly well the varied needs
.

of all eitivens. Zhdeed, decentre ized,-'rss formal.

l ,

.

.

orginizew,soaal aria educational rsources si4
.

Ch asrpblic

.libraries .r:e.being inereasl,n4ly sen'as

,and al'ternavaves to formally structur

sponsored eallcational programs.

valid adjurs

govern:lentaly

, This is not to say that, me'shcmldre licate or simply
, .. .

\

expand the traditional patterns of public library serVices.

Proximity of service to'each.comMunity and individual re.mains
\

1
impox'tant,- but thkre ate -essential chang$ to. be achieved

4 .
\

Hthroughoxpanded inter-connecting linkages ,and networks,
4

library, services. These advances are vedc;f1 to,increase
4 a

4

service efficiency ands more early,to satis y cost-henefit'

a

1.
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requirements ;o1, f the ,public sector. Ilodern teehnoicv p27:ii`kge

vast new
.

means to establ,ish such neLidor);, linl:ages: .nzl prviide
.-..._ ...."

p
the msant by wIli..eh ipZor:11174ipn ant/ %nowledge, from, 4co:Imu-

lated record aa be translated f.er i.ndividual utillizat4on.

Zt iu unlikely, however, that modern technology can ever

replace the L ringed pap or the highly rorzonali3Ld l'ntor

active procv4 gg consulting the writterk record. Non.zthe...ess,

the style and .pAce of 411oe=n life in. an inf7ilation deman;4in
. _ ,

society requires moke,thail the passive, .uzio.Litrt.ksiVp pattern
.1

1

of public:library services thati elUsts today. in many comm=i-
i \

s . 1

ties. Changes such as tacee, an,A more, should be incorro',rated'

in modern publi cYlibrary s..-2rviceqm But, 'the essential feature;
.

iv
.

. 7 .

and functions of providing specialized research, informati=,,
,,!9

1

an oducatirm-cultural services remvin at least as much... , .

needed 45 ever in the history of the public libi-arSr.
4 1 '

V

Alternative! lotions for Fundinq the Public ibrary

One of the problems in formula41ng a set of alternative
7

Options or funding the public library is the \difficulty of

eTtimating the tAal natio:14 cast -o-Z, a viable voatter:A.
0

p I .1.ibrary.service. In this report, song c fort has
. .

been ma `e to assess fiscally and coix,tparatively tiWt status

and le el of services which now exists. In general terns,

the report has been bluntly critical of the diatribuiion,

scope jattdrn apd content of exiipting services. It has been,

noted that total expenditures by states and localities fo.i..

ymblic libra7 services (including Federal founds) 1,41as M.,

million in 1971-.72.
10

a
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;n effort has beell made to characterize and describe'

the,ptitential role and functions of tho.publi. library in

meeting the defined needs of a r.5.-,dern society.
\
\ The point.7

havo been =ado with t!nphasis tha:; the present system of

funding the public. library isl)asically d.2ficiet, and th,-,.t
4

the inst.itution is an under ..-eloped nation'al resource.

,Lts present form and at its .present level of expenditure, it
/

:has liot achieved anything 1i:1c its full potential of ser-.-ce

In cor:.,:nuni Lies .
r.

()Based on the $814 million national expenditure noted

above, the per capita rate of expenditures in 1971-72 was

approxiMately $4.00. An exenplary program, such as found in
r'

0

Nassau County, New York, cost just under $12.00 per capita

in the-same car. Current,calculations for Nassau County

indicate,a present cost ievei of. 'almost $14.00 per capita.

It of cetire4, impqssibit.1:to rpplicate instantly and

nationwide the type of library racilities and. service

co.: rage fot:nd, in Nassau Connty;. But, it is within the

realm of the possible to propose a national per capita

'cost range or $8.00-$10.0C as the planning base for an
11,

adequate navional program of public library services.-

Total national expenditures might then approximate a

range of between $1.7 billion 4;16 2.1 billion, based on

1974 population estimates. This would seem to be a more

'Xea;istic national expenditure figure on which to romu-

late a set of alternative options for funding the public

iibratry. start-up and othercapital c(7, t required to

establish new or expanded facilities are in addition to

.tbocc figures.

4
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There t.i6riez of five options' that can b'cOn-
t

sidered altcrnative. syslcms. for- rinancing public.
..._,

.

library services. They c7,11 be idcntified as: (1) status quo,

no daango from he preso4t system. (2)-a retrenchment of the-

Federal 6overnmnnt financing rc4.o, (3) direct Federal funding:

at a 90 perc,2nt of iotal.cost level,--(44expanded state

funding role.to the 75-90 percent level, and (5Y a staged

funding proyrzim moving toward a'balanced intergovernmental

tunding system. These. 4rternatives are intended .as a. strategic,

rather than an exhaustive grouping of pcwssible options. Ay-

brief outline of:the saiisnt features efsaach follows:

rd.

Alternative Funding Options

1. Gtatus quo

(a) zero funding of LSCA; complete reliance on
revunuasharing

(b)'aontj.nuation of LSCA at current or reduced levels
ti

2. netlenchment of the Federalernmental financing
role

(a) no Federal funds for public libraries and no
federal policy with respect to-public library
development

(b) variable pattern of s;ta.te7and'local Support
depending upon-interest and fiscal'capacity

(c) heavier reliance uean fees, fines and organized
voluntary support

3. Federalised systemsof libraried: 75-90% level

(a) direct,Federal funding according to Federal
standards

(b) :trategic and directed distribution of public
library services to achieve uniform coverage

.4

4

xi
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(c) coardinated funding and functional "planning of
librvrier. with other library funding .

programs under EkSEN Title II and the Higher
Educatten Act

(d) full Eevelopment and employment of technology
to maximize services -at lowest cost P

(e) authority structure related tP Library of
Congress

Dominant.st.tc funding role (75-90'1 range)

(a) minimal Federal role` end fuilding

eb, limited Fed6Thl funding geared to interrstate
'fiscal disparities

(c) relief of local tax burden for libraries.
7 C.

(d) fuller utilization of untapped at'ate tax resources

5. Balanced intergovernmental funding system -- Federal
state and local

- t

ta) increased Federal support to meet upgraded
library service apd development needs

(b) revised LSCA, to reflect strengthened Federal; -role
and mandate, coordinated Federal state planning
for a national program of public librqry services

(c) increased state support-to reflect prime respon-
sibility for public librlry maintenance and
development

(d)'decreased local support role

(e) 'staged approach over ten-year period to achieve
improved balance in intergovernmental funding
pattern ending with Federal -.-20 percent, state -
50 perctiat,and local - 30 percent of a pro-
gressivelimted,national expenditure for,

.and expapdtd public library services

Of the five options examined in the light of the library

service maintenance and development requirements assessed in

this report: clearly, the proposed balanced and strengthened

eintergoWIrnmenLal system provides the most,_ viable. ortien.
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I. THE PUBLIC LIBRARY'FINANC2.PROBLEM.IN-PER,SPECTIVE
.

A. DcVelopmontal Factor
4

A full variety of fiscal and functional issues now confront

public lipraries, The resolution of these.mbissues will deter -

mine welather we are likely to witness the resurgence or the slow

but sure demise of an historic American institution. In 156,

with passage of the Lj.hrary Services and Construction Act's

fOrerunner, a national policyand support program for public

libraries was lauriched. The future of that policy- and program,

which'expended some $500 million over its 16-year history, iskrA I

now being debated in terms of altern dives ranging from com-

plete elimination to partial reinstatement :;.n revised form.

',....1011Nthe 1.vel of Federal support was ,well under 16 Percent

. of the operating expenditures of public libraries,' even the

most severe critics of LSCA would agree that the program had

a most signficant impact on activatilg increased complemen-

tary support programs in many states.

On the . ional side, there are serious problems

concerning the rape of the public lthrary, the organization

and structure thro .h which public libraries are administered,

and the functional re io ps between public libraries and

other social institutions, particularly library services orjerated

by the public schools.

a
The Size and Nature of the Problem

The. politically quiet posture of the public library,

our "taken-for-granted" attitude about its continued existence,

-1-



in the face of the increasing information demands of a

modern society, sometimes blurs and understates the size.

and national importance of the'financing problem. There

are some 1,100 to 1,200 public libraries serving a total
T.

4 ' I.

i

of 125 million people in municipalities over 25,,000 Persons

and perhaps as many as -7,000 public librariesin the nation`s
-.

20,000 communities under 25,000 persons.

As later detailed in this report, the $814.,million

(less than $4 per capita) expended by states and localities

for public libraries*in fi$cal 1971x.72 was less than that .spent

f& virtually every other domestic.servic. It was about

one-third of the amount spent for locF.l parks and recreation

and less than one-sixth the expenditures for police protection.

It represented less than 2 perce,nt of state-local expenditureP

for etfementz.ry and secondary schools.

dotal general expenditures of state and .local govern-
.

ments rose, almost 80 percent in the 5wyear period,. 1967-1972,

-while library expenditures grew by less thn 60 percent.

By contrast, expenditures for police protection Virtually

doubled as did spending for health and hospitals.--In re-

lation 'to the increases.in-.personal inane during the same

period, public library expenditure increased. only minimally,

while expenditure for police protection. and healthand,

hospitals rose by, one-third. (\

r

A
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Per capita library expemditu'res awraged $3.90 tin

171 -72 and ranged from a low of $1.5S in Alabama and Arkansas

to 4 high of $7.76 in Massachusetts--a fadtor of almost five

to' one. Librau rpendi7.:urea per $1,000 of personal. income\

actually fell in a number of states between 1967 and 1972.

Alniost half the .states showed declines in library eNpenditures

rc,lative to pe.rsOna,L income.

1 thred levels of government--Federal, state 4nd

loial--parti.,cipate in the financing of public libraries. The
.

.

Federal shark of library finafting differs Lkttle from its-,

, . ,,
. .share of ocal school finanping--7:4 percent and. SI, ,percent,

'But

. .. .

,

respectival in J.971-72.1.- But here' the similarity ends. Onlv,
.

, ' .,3

11.7, percet of library expp:nditures are financed by. the states,

leaving about 81' percent of the total bill to ba financed by

local governments. State support for public education, on

thO other. .Costhand, was at a,-40 percent of total .level while

the local-shar was only 52 percent:

Pertinent Issues in the Develonment c,f Public Libraries
t

The public library is a unique social and cultural,

institution, but that uniqueness should properly be viewed

as both an asset
i

and a liability. Concern over the financing

system supporting public lraries *has greatly increased

recently because of erosions and weaknesses in the fiscal

condition of local government and, as des.cx:ibea above, because

of elimination or cutbacks in Federal categori-dal aid. The

problem has deeper roots, however.' It also involves changing

p rceptions of the role of;thepubl,ic libraries, changing

w

I
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library service needs, and the response to those needs, changing
* .

costs and benefits of library services, and changing perceptions

of loc4p.,istate and ,Federal roles in supporting .library. services.

blic libraries in this country have a rich heritage in private

philanthropy., Perhaps it Is trues in part at least, that this

history has delayed the movement toward a fuller, recognition of
,

public responsibility and funding support for library services.
. .

1.6)

This factor, plus the .ow political visibility of public

libraries and the moreior 1

of 41.ibraries with respect to

have retarded development of

ss isolated organizational sta6is

other functions of government, m4y

a more stable, responsiVe system \

of i'nteriovernmental fiscal 'ilpport.

a

The` history and development of public libraries are

well documented in the liLeAciLure, buL a variety u.r. Qrigin
are indicated.. Some credit Benjamin Franklin, that inveter-

ate inventm: of almost everything, as the originator of thi.;

type of lihrary*in,America whetogether with some of his

associates
f ed a

library
rN

1831 as a beginning date when a small public library was

,pstablishca by a group cif civic leaders. The important point
as.

is that a link was forged between the lib ary and govern -

ental authority when, shortly before 18501 Boston passed A

special law permitting the establishment o a pUbLic

and levyinivaiAannual tax for its suopert.

Municipal support for pAblic libraries spread to other

cities, but the, amount of revenue contributed municipal

4
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overnments to local libraries was rarely very'large. The

1argest contrinutors to free public .libraries. Were philanthropists:

John Jacob Astor gave $400lu00 to New York City to establish and

pe.ntaln a free public 4prary; other phi1ant#4ists included

Carmegie, Lenox, Tilden, 17sice, and Nolan 'among others'. The list.

of Andrew Carnegie's benevolences for libraries is tre-

madous even by today's standards. Carnegie funds supported

the erection of 1,677 library buildings in 1.,.408 different 't

communities from,189g\to 1923. In one instance, Carnegie

donated $5.2 millioA for the 'erection of 65 branch libraries

in New.York City alone. There is no dodbt that this philan-

thropic outpouring of.fundsolas largely tesponsible for

," spurring the establishment and growth-of public libraries.,

In the transition-from private to pullic financing, the

governmental role was delayed in erne::ging- and may have been

more reluctantlyassumed;
do

,Few wo-ald deny that the public library met.the neap
.

of,04py j.mmigrants in the late 19th :endearly.20th..cntury.

It `i's of interest that some revisionist historians now see

this effOrt ass more elitist and 4uthoritarian.than philan-
4

throptc. As Michael Harris in a. recent Library Jouinal,
' '

L.artici puts it: .

.1nthe 1890s came the nset of the "new" immigra-
tin from eastern, and outhe?ekurope, and an
enormous wave of newcomers from RuSsia, 'Poland,
Austria-Hungary,- the ;talkans, and Italy.arrived.
.in llerica and.settled in the nation's..1.arger
'metropolitan areas. Many Americans viewed this

eo
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influx of strangers with alarm and were soon
asking the same. question that George Ticknor'
and his fellows had asked some 30 years e'arlier:

"Can we afford to let the foreigner remain unedu--
cated?" .

'Americans, convinced that education could be
the; ipanacea for all their ills, ari4w- ed withvigorous action. Librarians,/,-like educators,
rose to this new Challenge, and,px designed
to "ricanize" the immigrant-, and !,thus render
him harmless to the American! way sprangifup in
all the major libraries in the country., Librar-
ians left little doubt-as to the true pUrpose
of their aggressive new programs. One appro.-
yriately 'named librarian (Miss Countryman `3\ claimed in 1903: "I believe still that'the
library should bl an Americanizing inAtitution....
Discontent 'with surrounding's and ignOrance are
the causes. of rebellion and disloyalty to,One's
country, and both of these the library may help
to dispel from the goreigner."1

it , .

The philanthropic eneigyN"and perhaps 'sow of the motive- r
,is ,capttireci for is by JesSe Shera s report. of 'a conVersation.'

. i
-

betwqen Mr. Dooley, that perceptive critic of the edrlY .
,. .'"

,. .
American scone., and his, friend. Hennesseyr, .. i.

:,

"Has Andhrew Carnaygie, given ye. a libry yet?" .

asked Zr.1 'Dooley. . .
"Not -.:.hat I know iv," said' Mr. Hennessy.
"lie will," said ,Mr. Dooley. "Xe'll not ..

escape' him. - Befure he dies 2.1e hopes to crowd
'a libry on iv py man, %%Tatum, an', dhild in th'

. counthry. He's given thim_to cities., towns1 .

villages .ant whistlinlstati,ons...Theyire
-, tearin' down, gas-hOusei an' poor houses to

_put_Up_libries: -Befure another year, Ivry
house in.P:ittsburgh that ain't a blast-
furnace will be .a Carnaygie libry. In
some places 411 th' buildin's s.11.4ri:es.
If .ye write him f 'r an autygraft he' sinds
ye ba libry. No beggar is iver turned impty-
handed fr`m thl dure. Ph' panhandler knocks
an' ,asts f'r a glass iv milk an' a roll.
" 'No sir,' says' Andhiew Carnaygie, 'I will
not pauperize thidt onwo-rthy man. Nawthin'
is worse f ',r a' beggar-man-thin to make a
pauper iv him. Yet it shall not be said iv
me t at I give nawthin' to th' poor.
Saunders, ,give him a libry, an' if he still
insists on a roll tell hire to-roll-th" --
-libry. Fir; I'm humorous as well as 'lases
he says."2

16°
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Apart front this latter day criticism of these early
philanthtopic motives,' the point to be made is that from
the beginning, the public library represented a kind of'
alternative' to public education' services. In this sense

4

was .more a traditional than a riontraditioAal educatiOnal.
Y i Ilt4resource. As Kathleen Molz has put it, he public librafy.

.

was viewed by "c-ome as the last and most ildependent stage in
os

'.

a hieearchical system of,p43'lic educations ho could fore-
se t compulsory public education and the educational
ray ution led by John Dewey. ,and .other.t would groduce ait

--.4

massive, formaa.ized,. al:11004.1'r monolithic e'du:catioRgl sirstem..

4.o, the American public library, crested tc5 sane
informally a Wide variety of cliulturai educatignal and
informational purposes is described by some' as having lost
its way

mented.

.-tion in
demands

in t. society which is increasingly complex and frag-
4

On top of we are k3.ar: of a bcp.tinuing revRlu-

media services 'and' resources which' is., placing aew

on the traditional role and pattern of Services of
qt.

the .public

At this stage, 'the public library is neither an, inte-:
.grated component of the public educAtionaloscene, nor is it

adequately considered as a generalservice agency in the
mains Cream of government.. That is the root of the problem.
viether. by the particular nature of the services which it
performs, or 1r the traditions of its philanthropic .origins,

4

ea



the piablic library
somewhat ui-1re lateil;

in 'nature.

,-,

has remained as 'a quite scparatq an6
;.

ins.titution, almost quasigOvernmertial
. ,

a

A. recent analysis of state, library poiicy points tint

that strong lribrar Y. programs, under aggressive leadership;
can exist in any of our state "political environments. The
harsh fact, however, that, whatever the reasons, ,many

410'

states have '*'lagged in the development of adequately sup_.

ported public library programs. Political leaders and con-
stituencies in this country have not exhibited sufficient
concern forprogressive public library development designed
to meet changing societal needs. The institution continues

to. dangle on the periphery of the political and governmental

, .

The Role l'Is3ue Revisited ,

: 6

The,literature o'f'the public libtary.field,can..be

descrkbed' a.; peculiarly defensive --;:particularly in the

abundance c-f writing that deal's wit:1 the role question.

.Some Writers cite declining readership as evidence of a
re uced ro.r.c and others, raise questions as to whether the

public library has lost its sopial usefulness. Without

minimizing the importance of these data in guiding public

librarps toward' changes in .he nature and pattern

services, this kind of evidence cannot be used to validly

-suggest a diminished role.requirevent. .It.can be argued
*
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that the nation,s9Zfors from its failure to make fuller use

of the written re.cora_end-,from the diminution of contemplative /
15

skills and prA.vate, perceptions attaine4 thereby. Public
0education, in a compulsory setting, is increasingly cri4gized

.

A

for perfarmance failure and there is mounting concern overithe

steady ten-year decline in aigh school achi"evement.tesT scores:

/* The reason for thebe failures in part m,k7 be related .to factors
.

4

produ4ng.a reduced use of the .public library. The point is
.

that in coming to terms with these problems we can and should
. '

1

altar-radically the forms an4 structures usg4 in providing

public education or public libraiy services, but we cannot

conclude that learniii(itself,is no longer relevant tk the

needs ofa modern society; or that public' libraries have

4 ,

outlived t'ie'r usefulness.
I I

Shera's responoe to the role qtqstion is worth noting.

AP

sees th.v-public library n erne of what it canand should

andwhat no other agency in ciety, does, or at least mil

do as
r

e fulction of the library, rogardless of
its naure-or clientele, shoull be to maximize,
the sociat'utility of graphic records .for the
benefit of the individual and, ragh the
individuall'of society. The li rary,' as a ,

social invention, was brought 'Ito being
becalse graphic _records are--asg.antial the
developments and progress'of cUlture hence,
it is important that the citiivIn have access
to those resources that will'best enable him
to operate effectively in his several roles
as a member of society. TO public library,
as, its name implies, has be.en-preditated on



m*

'a 4

the assumption that it .could meet thisobjective for' all'strata of the population. 3'

In any event, consideration !of-puloXic 7.ibrdry fihan cin g
problems sho0.41.40ntily an distinguish "among the severaeI -

"%. '

-,taiirposcis and publics served by. public. Iibraries. Tile role
.ti. ,.,

1=8 serace.perspvctive properly should encompass 4 1..i'o'rary
t -q 1

caepteie which= riznges from the most advathedaos,f researchers- ii . .,
. .

; .

to cliildren engaging in their first rbading exp rience,, In.
4

thia, contelt, the -public "4/ii.ary includes, as Lowell Martin. a
puts it 'in a later section of -this report, both the .unique
Collection of the New York ,,Public Library at 5th Avenue 1and*
42nd Streets and the miscellany of donated Iwo Its in theI

upstairs room of the local I.:tillage h411.
1

The- three major functional areas, later defi:ied, wh4.fh
the public library can and should serve are ,(l) specializad.

.0.

r.

and research services, (2) ,infarmati= services, and (3) edu-
.

. .cational-cultural functions and Seir7ites. The need ,for these
. , ,

,services is broddly defined to include all segments and strata
of the genexal population., In a sc3ciety featuring the 'self- fr.

realization of each iz3dividual, the.'idefinition of what is
4ncluded in specialization, researc13 information, educational
and cultural seryices is, like beauty and, the beholder in
the eye and rand of the seelce--whoev&r.the person and wha.t,r

. . .ever his, station in iifil. The publk librarY 48 the uniquo
i * .

on whichsocial institution seeks to meet se.yidely varying ° .

,*

needs..

0--
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while,discussiont of the role question should not
.

0 ,

,

avoid consideration of performande failures, nei er shoUld
/ .

.

.

it ignore intrinsic values and societal needs. It should
- /

be racognizeg that the public library is-still/functioning,

welcomi all comets, pr9viding valuable information and

resource and assisting in the search for knowledge and

eonstruct4.3zz enjoyment of the world inti.Thich.we live.

Accordingly, 'our iocial institutions and government

must recognize :core fully ,the value of the public library
4

and actions needed to exploit fu4y. its potential

through. strengthened organizational support and alpgualte

. , .

,funding systems.', 'The Library Services Act of 1966 repze-

sented*the..:irst evidence of:nitional 'government. concern

with this problem, but it began as ,a gap-filling device tb

spur the growth' of rural libraries. iMoreotrer,_the level

national fiscal suPport and the funding mecb.pnissrestablishill

under the At cannot e described aj a full, adequately sup-
,

ported national commitment for ubllo' library development.
tr

State support has.lagged in its developowat and is also at
. .. .

ca low level. Lopal support:Garrigs the brunt of the aoad:,. r
0 1 . ,

..,11.n pattezn's whit, A vary widaZy in atcprdanc4 wkith tax base, .
. ,

9

capacities andc particularly in urban centers, the need for.

9the essential services.
. 1

..

nle
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L. 41.4,11cation `si the PuQlic-Goods Theory

to the ;Funding of Public Libxaries

1131.1blic library expenditure; currently represent only a

Small proprtion of the total co;1.:.of governmental seryices

21;ovided;by any and. alAleyels of government. The general
, \

;ust of this rept'imn to examine the level and assess
* *

.

4 the pattern of services 1;rovida.d 1.1. public libraries, as a
.

. ,

.

4fiasis:for outlining alterhative funding systems for their
,

support. Such services impact directly on users, but their

pNastenOe has broader, more indirecj effects on individUal
.

communities and tociety at large. Interest and concern have

liaenexpressed by the National -6mmisskon on Libraries and

InformAiox),Science /and others on th, need telexplpre the

public goods theory to assess its relevance to public library
'1,16

finance issues. The objective of this examination is to

determine whether the theory can produce guidel_les useful in

the deveiopmant of alternative fugding systems.
6 E

Public Goods T1 'Private Goods'e sus "Public Goods"

Public goods_kheory attemptl- to offer an explanation

of what governmenp do as d justification for what they

. should be doing. In this con ection, the theory provides

distinctions bewesen goods (and services) thAX are privately

versus governmentally provided .and.betwedn-goods,that are

,"61b-;......-.4arivately consumed and public goods.

4.
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CCconomists re for to "private. goods" as those, goods

and services for which the consumer who purchases the good

pays the full cost to the keller. The tlnsaction takes

place in the private sector and the individual consuner is

thought of as receiving the ftill benefit of that good.

On the other hand, "public goods" are transferred in

the public sector, and are thought of as prdviding societal

benefits as well as individual benefits. Sucil .gbods are
.

not paid for on tn individual basis.
7
The pure public good

is not restricted in its: consumption to particular indi-

vidiels. The classic example is national defense. This goe4

is available to all in the nation and,no one is prevented fript

enjoying (coLsumimg) it. Furthermore, it is not desirable to

,attempt to iestrictethe consumption of such a good to par-

.Picular indi...iduals. It is neither chsiiable nor possible

to charge a price or a pure pUblic good. Finally, once

such a good is provided for some individuals, it can be

almost freely provided for others also.

Public toods have been classified as follows':

1. Those services thought of as providing widespread

social benefits that are financed -from taxes.

These taxes generally bear little relationship

to individual benefits7 These services are part

of the "general environment." Hence, user fees

1

-13-
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cannot be assessed nor,prices charged.

F,7amplos of such servcies are national .defense,
\,

foreiqn roltions, space exploration, public

health, and law,enforcemeat.
41

Thoz;e servicos that are also part of the general

environment, but for which user fees are assessed.

These user fees .are determined to cover; most or \*

all e costs.

3. In between the above two extreil:s are a,varietyj
4

of services that could teihnically be sold at

prices'to cover costs,. For a variety of reasons,

however, such services are financed wholly or in
4

part from general .taxes and philanthropic gifts.

Ex4.mples include. public houping, sewerage;

- syrrvhony, orchestras, public and secondary schools,

and public libraries.

Theoretical Rationale fcr Funding Services Including Public
Libraries

Four reasons are generally cited for public funding of

the above described intermecate group of 'public goods which

includes public libraries.

Fit, ,at prices or fees to cover f411 costs, consumers

of all or most income groups may buy less of the service than

is in their-own long-run interest. The reason may be lack of

/

$
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knowledge or shortsightedness. This argument has been

especially prominent in connoction-\with higher education,

the belief ;laving becomes widesp eae that studen4 and their

families may be persuadcd by immc; ate inancial considera-

tions to forego inve tments that would pay off in the long

Secondly, the good or service, though capable of_ being

consumed individually and yielding individual benefits, also

provides "external" benefits or by-products- to society7at-

s)large in form% that improve the general envi.xonment. Higher

education, otierNic libraries, may help produce an enlightened

citizenry or may enrich and advance the culture to the behefit

'of those who never attend college or r.nteripublic libraries.

ThirdAMr-distribution of oppo::tunity may be widened.

The prices of strategic' goods or serrices such as houspig,

food, health services and education may exclude low income

people from opportunity. One way to vpread,opiortunity is to

sell such critical goods or services <it bglow cost or no cost.
41.

Finally, the distribution of income may be altered. Thta

price of a good or service may prevent low income people from

consuming as much is they might wish or even prevent them from
O

consuming any of it. One way to increase the real income of

the poor is to Sell goods and services to them at below cost

. or at no cost. Examples are food stamps, medicaid, and

1

fle Olk
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education at le vels. Sale particular goods and scr-

vices at below cost is,c4osen in preference to "grants in cash,*
o

betause society wisheS to encourage the consumption of par-..
4

ticular goods and .services rather than to leave consumer

choices up to the ben2ficizies.

In practice, all fpur of these reasons tend to be.

intermingled. Society wants to accomplish all of these

goals sinultaneously.

GoolsiTheory ADD led to Hilher Education Finance

In hlgher ed,ucation, loyering tuition below full cost
1/4

in public and private colleges and univerSities of all types

has been the response to the above-pdntioned societal goals.

The costs of higher education have been divided between stueants

or their fauilies' and "society" as represent ea _government

and philanthropy. Behind this of

thatothis division should be the Refits from

is1 1.4 Mil;

higher education.' But there are tw.) versions of the benefit.

theory and these are not necess,rily congruent: Ont is con-

cerned with justice in the allocation-of hosts among different

persons and groups. The assumption is made that the benefici7

aries should pay and that the costs should be divided among

them in proportior; to total benefits received.

The other version of the theory is ,concerned with

efficiency fit allocation of resources. The assumption is

made that when a goodAor service yields both individual. and

social benefits, its producti?n Op.uld be Increased beyond



the amount that would-1.0411valled for by iti2.dual demand
/'

alone. This idea applied to 'ligher education.mgans`tha

tuition should be lowered 'below cost per student until t4e*-

combined marginal benefits to both individuals and society,.

are equal, to the marginal cost. The deficl.i should be Made

up from taxes or gifts.
t ,

A lieation of the Efficien of .Allocation 'of Resources

A strict application of economieprinciples of effi-

cient allocation.Jof resources would indicate that libraries

should not be-devoting.much ofhe4r. resources to supply

the informational needs of. busi or to leisure tilia

Activities, which are viewed in economic arfalysis as private

goods and therPfo;p not to be provi.led Ar out of

funds. On the other hand, educationzl functions and direct

10g5b110,17; ^A. in 116. 0440111peb 110W% et."0.14.UOVIO.OpV.A.01~,Ol VWV.....164141114iftwrn0 PALA6.4. viewcd as. providiu9 public goods.

However, rio clearcut blueprint for fisdal support or public
a

libraries can be deriveil from this sort of analysis. Dil-
1

.*"
ficult definitional problems arise, for example,.in cldssi-

.

fying reading as to educaticinal, informational, and leisure

time activities. It can beargued that.virtually all

nve some benefit to societY beyond those benefits accruing

to the inaividgal'engagidg in thereading activity. Hence,
.*

the appropriate allocation of fiscal responsibility as between*

private and public Sectors carinot,J6 given by. any simplistic

calculus' of-internal versus 'external effects. Also, even if

we assume that the, proportion,; of a particular type of public

librarysactivity that reclaim& to the benefit of the general



public; Cd1/d be clearly identifiOd, it is not at all caeLr
,/

what ptoportions of fiscal support fog this activity should

b= forthcomingofrom Federal, stater .and local levels cif

governrent.

0

A difficulty in the above type of allocation is given
. ,

by the following example. If "iF." percent of a' school child's
r

reading" of a look borrowed from a public library results in

a societal, benefit in the form of an improved family and
community member and a more enlightened citizen, what pro-

..

portions of this enhancement accrue to society at the national,

state, and local levels? I. w of the mobility of our pop

lation, the school child who reads .a book in a public library

(4-one comrunity may -'fiery live most of his adult life ia

others. Hence, his 'contributions will be made in communities

other than the. one in which he received public library sex'-
,

vices. Although such an example probably provides a basis of

argument for increased fiscal support for :public-4bra;ies

from state and Federal levels ,of gpvernment, the 'allocation

. difficulties are Manifest.

Use of Public Goods Theory in D yelopin Alternative Methods
Fun ing P lc L. razzes

Despite all of, the aforementioned problems, ptblic 'goods

theory can assist in providing a fr work for, analyses and
7

fest casting up normative models .ag nst which practiaal options

in public library financing may be Measured. Although, as

indicated earlier, it may not be very practical to construct

0



a quantitativp calculus Tor the toting up of benefits for-
a

.individuals and groups, public funds analysis can help to

structure ideas aboUt the relationship between .the functions

andpurposcs of public library services and the methods of
_

fihancing these services.. How ever, considerations of justice

and social values are clearly,important as well. as qconomic

efficiency principles. For *example,'let us, consider a.prob-

lem of allocation of funds for pui:olic libraries among public'

library systems: Suppose that, since public libr4ry service

is considered to be socially beneficial, anancial support

were to be allopated on the principle of .maximization of

library

--library

use. Most of the funds woultd be distit4buted to
V

systems that ,serve, relatively well educated and

affluent covamunities, and relatively 'Little resources'wculd

be dqvdted to communities Containing" disadvantaged populaticns.

a

The question of apprOpriate fiscal support for public

libraries cats across problems of differential needs for

libra27i services, equalization of resources, and considera-

tion of fist.lal autonomy and cohLrol of libraries. Practical'

political constraints of Federal, .state., and local governmental

relationships, the structure of social values, and matters

of economic equity and efficiency -must all be given due con
a

sideration in choices among alternative options for fiscal

'support of public libraries.

.1

Summary of'Conclusions

The economist's "public'.goods theory" can be helpful

in previ a ng a general conceptual framework lor the development



and analysis of alternative methods' for the.finanoing o

ublic libraries. 'However, because of.the embryonic

nature of the theory, it cannot at this time provide

44,...

specificand detailed guidelines concerning the normative

or proper allocation of fiscal suppott.for a complicated

public sector activity such as the public.library. An

optimal or equitable a location of the costs of public

library services involves matters of pOlitical philosophy

and social values as well as factors of economic effici-
ency.

-,.

Hence, .any feasigle solution .to. the problem of the

appropriate .method of fiscal support of .the public library

institution must be a broad-gauged one that takes into

account the whole range of factors and environmental

forces which impinge upon that institution. In this con -

text,, the following conclusions may bp drawn.

1. In view ofQ the multifacetea research; informa-

tional, and recreatienal services 'provided by

public libraries and, the wiVOspread public

and private benefits derived ,from thebe ser-s

vices, public goods theory would support a

multilevel system of financing involving

Federal, state, local, and private sources

of revenue.

2. Although public goods theory, provides reason- %ea
A , Pik

able guidance on the distinction between serrv.ileso.

that should be financed from ublic versus pfl

funds, the theory provides relatively little



counsel on the appropriate allocation of
fiscal support among t4 Federal
local goQernmental hierza.rch,y.

state, and

3. Because virtually every activity of, ublic
lir/varies may be viewed as having societal
effects, even the delineation between services

. that produce private rather than public belie-/
fits cannot be precisely drawn.

4. 'The developmeet of equitable'and feasible/
scilutions to the problem of public,,,141ziw
financing properly must involve a general coati-
sideration of economic principles and effective._

PO

q
cor4ronii.ses among a arse nurAer of often co:v.,

/'
f.ictng political, .social, ond eConomic
,f7;aitors.
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Ii. ROLE AND FUNCTIONS SERVED BY THE PUBLIC

REAFFIRMATION, REVISION AND PROJECTION

Introduction and Puroose

The preceding review and sappraisal of the origins, growth
present status of3 the public libraries, and a 'theoretical ,basis
for 'their support provides a developmental and econoraic per-
speotivp for formulating' alternative funding systems. However,

any substantial effort focussed on public service funding prob-
.

.lems and mechanisms must include analysis and definition of
role and functions. This is particularly true in the case of
public libraries where, as previously indicated, questions
about.role and changing pattarnp of service

What .tollows is .the =suit of sv.ch ancr_in-4cpth analysis
and is presented in terms of ,the broad categpries of function.;

I I..

and service; public libraries should provide--now and in the
future, .The intent is not to documer.t, assess or justify past

,P'

failuresand present service deficiencies, although jud%ments
in: these are as are reflected. "The analysis is .intended i.o
'answer two basic questions which, sttted bluntly, are

(1) What is the rcil'e' today and in the' f re, for
the pUblic library, in meeting defined needs of
a modern, 'society? and

(2) What i' tlae general. form and nature of the
functions and services which the. public
Ilibrary shou'd provide?

4
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The answers to both of these questions are relevant
to the design of alternative funding syst:emss far providing
adequate fiscal support.

The public library, as- it has evolved in the 'United'
States, Must be seen. as a; multi-pUrpose agenciy:, Its clientele

. .. ., , . . ; ,,varies from,'-the most advanpe4, of researchers to children en-..
. gaging in their first read =g experiences. Toone person,
the "public library' is the. unique collection of the New York
P4blic Libra at 'fifth Avenue arid- 42nd Str7 eet; to another,
It is thb zuisc 'law/ of donates books in an upestairs "room.of
thd, local iillagk hall. Thus, consideration of public libraKy.

I financing mustldistinglish anpng the several purposes and
. . . . .. . .

1 l' . I

.7,-tublics served by the inntituticn. The nn 'contraiting fur.Ictijns,
4 .

seen in relation 'to goals of the national life and lacrelatior
to legal and tacto res of sibilities for services at the '

several 4ove..-nntal lave s, provide guidelines and consprain
for defining the finazie.i.ng requiremeets of this multi-purpose

-agency.,

This stitL.3.3ent seeks to identify the main purposes of the
public library and to present these in functional rather than
social terms, i.e. , in terms of services given and not of
socialp-goals achieved. As major 'functions are identified,
they 1;errelated to potential user groups. TKe aria .ysis

thus 'recognizes that there isde7" limited evidence of social
goal attainment. It also ,recognizes that rot is an essen-
tial element of faith underlying public maintenance of libraries..

,}
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4re same elemeht of faith underlies other governmentally-

.supported en'eies, starting with - the sthools.
/-,

.
The gap betw6en potentiality and actuality, the failure'-

"olf tl;t4 ;i:bra`ry to maintain re ourcus and services

-.needed by
\

some.pcopfae and in some localities while providing
- .

these same service 4 fo\other people. anti in other localities,

.c/is measure of 4hortcomizigs under. upresent surcev of funds.
.

0.
The.inaAecipacies of the :little library upstairs in the village

I

. .
.

hall, kand e5pally of the large city library seeking tp meet
. ,

,
.

0
region'al

.
demands. for-rqcorded knowledge, reflect unfavorably-

I ' / % I
.

not on the public of4icials and the professionals responsible
. a

. , ft.

for service, but on theistructure for funding the institution.

There are three major a

../ .

as of :social;, Cultural and

ducational leeds'in mode society waichl.he

is umiqunly desigiled to se e. They are; ('1) specialized

and researcu services, (2) informatidn services, and (3) edu-..

cat....Jnal-cul:mral services. In no sellse can:the public ls.brac t
4

meet -all, or even a major part, of thse nfzeds, but.the,instir

tution is an essential adjunctive resource accessibly tp all

who'seek tp improve.the quality of life. A discription of

these servicesifollRws.

A. Specialized and gesearch Services

'The advanced technology', the inter -dePendLnt"free enter --
; .

C

prise system,' the comprelegovernmental structure and the. belief
-

a

'in. self -real zatieaa which, characterize the. united Stales, all
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call for a continual iearch far knowledge. This search has

been a driving force in American life, along with the drive

for prcductIvity and the driVe for individual freedom. Any

diminution in the pursuit of knowledge, like any serious

reduction in industrial output or individual liberties, will

profoundly alter our way of life.

The search for knowledge is not canfindd to the university.

campus and the' research laboratory. Applicatioh of new knowl-

edge, rel4ting what is learnpd to practical affairs, is part

o f the American g'nius. This task is carried out by indi-

viduals in high, places and low, and by practitioners in big

city and small hamlet. -. The specialist may be a person who

knows more atout steel production or joreign markets or child-

ren's disabilities or regional literature than any one within

a thousand tiles- -and yet he must con!;ult the record of knowl-

edge Or Lh.-t searcher may rank as "specialist" only because
, w

h has some !hat more backg-ound than other nearby individuals--
1 .

_the local building contri, tor, the scaool principal, the resi-

\dent istorien, the persorusel director of a local plant--and

he too neds recourse. ._ta-the accumulited record. The function
.

...'

of the professimal--doctor, lawyer, engineer--is to relate

established knowledge to specific *problems; part of this back-,

ground derives from the professional's training but part must

be searched out -as cases arise. There is even the amateur

scholar, not a university professor or a research chemist, who is
1.

simply investigating on his own the more esoteric sources a

library can provide: His. search may focus on the'newest,
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discoveries in radio, stronomy or the oldcElt origins of the

American In4an.
ti

Both the pure researcher ipd the applied pr cti loner,

the national authority and the local specialised an

organized record of knowledge. The search for the new and

the application of tip old equally proceed from what is known.
!

Many of the specialized activities ,of the society start With

a visit to the reservoir either. as pre aratica for venturtng

6into the unknown or as preparation for ringing what is known

into the daily round of life.

Libraries of various typesacademic, private and public--

are a primary means for preserving th record. The' library

is the Delp%ic Oracle of this know1,14ge-based society, except

thatLthe individual petitioner interprets the signs himself.

Even the a%cient civilizations had t!'eir libraries, and. it. is

their conte...t rather than the pronoui.cements of oracles that

has come down to us.

The public-library in one of it5.guises plays. a strategic

role in the interpretation and application of knowledge. It-

is not pre- eminent in supporting pure research, although a few

public libraries contribute at this frontier level. But where

they have the capacity, these libraries are _the resource of

the specialist, who in essence is an adaptor and applier of

knowledge.- This holds not just for the _few public libraries

of national stature but for agencies with any depth and scope

of "holdings dotted regions across the land.,

a f"-%
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Even the lorc established of the city lib hay:.

'difficulty in meeting the full range of requests for advenced

and specialized maecrials, while called on at the same tiee

to serve the "ether" public libraries outlined be lbw. At

this "research" level they seek to cooperate with nearby eni-

wersity with state 'agencies, in systems an

networts only partially built and joorly financed if fund

at all.

What of the medium-sized libraries in centers withoee

strong academic or industrial research collecticps--El Pes o,

Texas i3 a suitable example? This burgeoning area may nce

have as many "specialities" as Philadelphia or Chicago or Los

Angeles, but itseleaders arc seeking to plan the ,economic and

social life for a half - million , people. Its specialize.-ar.

research resource, the city public libtary, is an agency not

much stronger than a well- established suburban library, end

it stands virtpallv alone in its 'region.

And what of the almost one- third of the American peck ie

living outs_de of motropolit n areas"( Are the industria_,

gov ntal, health, educational, vane cultural needs

d problems of iconderoga, New York and Bisbee, Arizona

necessarfly so simple that the application of recorded knewl-

edge is not needed? These and other non-metropolitan areas
r

are Part of a specialized society but they lack, even the sem-
i

1 blance of :;pecialized library service. If technological

I v

6 I
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publications are maintained at public expense in t-'e publit'

for the steel industry of Pittsburgh, should they no'library

also be maintained for the paper industry of upper Ney'York

State tine mininOndustry of southern Arita. If a
.

diversified collection on pedaglny in the Los Ai*les Public

.Libiery.stands behind the school systems of that metropolitan

area, should not conT.)arable back-up provided for the school

systems. in Ticon4croga and Bii-lee and a thpusand smaller centers?

If the answer is yes, th- ext question is °not how this can be

achieved--modern communiTati n technology can bridge great

distancesbut the question is from what sources it can be

finanded adequately.

The public library started as az. agency "... to keep

the people out of the saloons." Localities, even in early

days, saw fit to gut public-money into such an enterprise.

The institution has developed,. in one of its metamorphoses,

into a source of advanced-knowledge for specialists in a com-
vat

plea society. Even in smaller places it is approached for

thiS purpose, though it is seldom ab:'.e to respond. The indi-

vidual making. the request, in large city and small, may be

.

.fromLoutside the local jurisdiction or even from a distance.

There is hardly a public library in the country that stops

the user at the door if he does not live in and pay taxes in

the locality. What started as a neighborhood social agency \-

has evolved - -for lack of any other source to appease the

demand knowledge - -into an outlet for a national commodity

4. ,
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that underlies all aspects of 'modern life. Yet, its financial
. .

base has remained the local property tax. Small wonder that
I.

the reservoir of recorded knowledge is dry in too many parts.
of the country, and insufficient to meet growing needs in
most. Ile are trying to carry out our business -- economic,

social, and personalwithout providing source-s of the.intel/lin-
gence on which sound decisions must be based. This is not from
lack of interest or even from lack of effort--indeed, various

7
commercial, ?A and temporary services have sought to fill
the,void in ccessible recorded knowledgebut. rather from lack
of a financi 1 4.3ase appropriate to the demand. This holds true

Balti,more, Cleveland and Los Angeles; as well as in Ticonde-
yoga and aBis ee. 1

Two a3 ternative approaches are open to try tr+ meat the
needs of rican society for specialized and research resources
through md um-sized and larger- pub i.ic librafi:bs. One /is to
expand the_ collections as rapidly as possible, so that El Paso
will come t have a public resource as strong as that in
more, and Bz-timore as strong p'..that in, New York. The other
alternative to tie the local Library into a regional or
national netw rk that permits it to draw rapidly on resources

r.

over a wide akea. The objective is. to exploit and capitalize
on the special. quality of the printed page. This is a resource
that. is not depleted no matter how often consulted.

The. first approach of expansion is the pc,licy that has
been followed for the last half century, and it has resulted

n ,txneven't and inaclecrtiace facilities at advanced and special. zed



levels. The second alternativ'e depends on infra- and inter -/

state networks which do not exist and for which the financial

mans are lacking.

B. Information Services'

Knowledge and information are closely related, a in

,fact pverlap. There would be 14tle point in trying to dis-

tingpish between them except that demand for factual informa-
c

tion, extracted from the larger bodl of 4nowledge, has prompted
0

another of the functions
(
of the. library--that pf informa-,

tion center in the ccanmnity. The demand has corm not iust

from a minority of researchers and specialists' but from a wide

segment.of the population.

At- this level the rub tic ;library is turned to for what.

may be callei specific information rather than organized know--
.

edge. The data sought may be the'amount of cholesterol-prowtcing

ingredients 7.11 eggs, the tensile strength of. copper, the: voting ,

record of a candidate for political office, the date of a

symphony concert, or the price of a stock on the market five

years ago. ?or the student it maicbe the date and details of

the Battle of Austerlitz or the rate of response of B.1. Skinner's

pigeons.

If extensive knowledge is needed by specialists to apply

thedry and principles to the working world, information is

needed by all individuals to live and function within that

World. They may not know exactly what the terms for the in-

gredients in eggs man, they may not contribute to any further

-431-
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understanding of these ingredients, but they, will decide

whether to control their intake of a given fpo'd on the basis
'

of ix formation about it ,As the knowledge about cholesterol,

or any o ler subject that affects him, is built up by research,

the individual wants-the facts so that he can act in an informed

way.

Information may. be needed more by the under-educsated than

by college graduates, precisely because they have not acquired
4 1

the information from a long period of formal education or a

superior home environment. The undereducated person is dis"-

'advantaged, not because of inferior intelligence*or weaker

willpower, but because of limited information for dealing

with life situations as they arise. Adequate information

channels arcs needed at least as much to the inner city and

to depresseJ rural areas as to the more "literate" society.

In. providing information, as in. the support Of spe6ialiv-
,

zation,the'public library does not4have a monopoly- but shares

the functim with many sources. Newspapers, radio, and tele-.
vision report immediate events, and flow of periodicals

reinforctis this ,current distribution. Commercia4 interests

present their story through advertising, and governients

maintain a voluminous flow of information.

information to other indiviiduals, including

are well-informed and friends who may be as

People turn for

specialists who

uninformed as the;;:'`

inquirer. Some people have encyclopedias or other 0ourcet lb

the ,home or office which, like the specialist's own special,
V,
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library, aid them in more predictable searches, but are

inadequatc beyond a certain limited scope. There is also an

1.ncreasing information need, to evaluate or confirm the tre-

mendous volume and variety of spcmsored communication designed

to establish certain viewpoints or courses of action. Such

communication may contain.selected facts.oand sometimes distorted

facts. This need for-information and objectivity arises in

sensitive areas such as politics, religion, consumer products

4t7and community affairs.

Given th4.s ever-iresent need for information; and the

uncertainties of other sources, some people turn to their Public

1.braries. Libraries have responded with the 'reference" desk

staffed by information librarians any' with "reference" collec

tions containing publications of a more specifically factual'

nature. The count of reference questions handled has continucd

Steadily upward in most public. libraries, even where statistics

of books circulated for home use have recently declined. When

libraries hive organized to handle inquiries by telephone, the

rise in demand has been considerable. The Enoch Pratt Free

Library in Baltimore, for example, handles over one million
4

Inquiries per year, more than half by telephone. At its

cehtFal unit, this library maintains a specially - trained

staff to respond to telFephone inquiries. 'Reference sources

are available at arm's reach by means of an ingenious series
if

of rotating shelves.

It would be an exaggeration to claim that public libraries

me 7t all or most unfilled information needs. Repe4ted studies
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have shown th people, general, not think of the public
1

public
.

.

/

. ,e

.library as an formation center. Libraries, on their side,

too often confine themselves" within the limits of their col-
,

lections. They prOvide data if it has moved through the

process of publication and appears within hard covers, but

not if it can be obtained only from reports or journals or

directly from organizations or experts.. This is-another of

the partially realized functions of the public library.
ti

Some libraries' have been reaching back to gain access

N to wider information. This may be achieved by linkages with

tether /lbraries and information centers, .or by establishing

direct, contact with verified sources. .1n a few instances com-

puterized data banks are being established. The urn gp informa7

tion program in Brooklyn is an example. Other libraxies have

.been reaching torward, not only gathering information, but taking
4

steps to disseminate it, by means of :ulletins, reports to

agencies an0 orghnizations, and commulicat4.on through mass

media. One view of reference service stresses not only infor

nation per st!--whe're- to obtain a government service, how to

get medical help, sources for particular kinds of train.ng--

but also advocates follow-up service to be sure the assistance

sought is actually obtained.

Unified organization and centralization of information

in a pluralistic society is not feasible, and would not be

desirable'if it were feasible. The public library is one

among a miscellany of infOrmation sources. But a recognized

-34-;
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and ready-to-serve entry point to the nformation matrix is

desirable when .specific sources are not nown to the inquirer,

or %r en other sources fail fox whatever re son. The public

library essentially serves this role: it ha at least part

of the great welter Oftfacts, and it could st more. The

library has identified and opened contact with rious sources

of unrecorded information. It should make and ma tain more

such contacts. Part of its data is organiied for r trieval,

and additional systems are within reach. The public ibrary

has a considerable way to go before it can properly be called

the strategic access point to information sources, but it is

the most promising conduit that exists. The decision to be

faced is how an information agency providing this essential

service for the American people is rz) be financed.

C. Educatidnal-Cultural Fun Ion

Thee public library' was advocate i by its founders as An

informal educational agency for lifelong learning. Many viewd

the library as a continuation of the common public schools

established early in the 19th century. Others viewed the pub
,

lie library as a means for all to get the benefits of advanced

education that were then only open on a formal basis to the

)
few.

-Explicit educational aims and programs, slow to.develop

within libraries, ware stimulated by the waves of immigrants

be fore and after the turn df the c tury and, later, by the

,adult education movement in the 192 s; In cities the community

I) Id
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11.

libraries served as "schools" for newcomers seeking ci.ti:en-

ship and bs. For eore.established and educated resider:us,
11,

the la er public libraries developed structured "reader,

advisory" services, providing planned reading for everyt'r.ing

from ancient Egypt to modern arts from Child development

salesmanship. Book discussion groups proliferated in, libraries,

and lectures and film showings were the order of the day.

All this was in response to a search for, cultural back-

ground on the part of some adults, and wo ambitions' for economic

advancempnt on the part of others. The collection was tn.e edu-

cational resource and the librarian was the guide to its

thus providing both the "curriculum" and the "instructor" in

a form suited to out-of-school adults. In the phrase of the
4

period, the public library was "the Ipotile's university." The

-edacational potential cof the institu..ion was thus demonstrated.

In recent decades, during Ihict. time the formal educati-;nal

programs and faci3.ities hav andcd, the educational ain has

become less distinct and explicit. labrary staff attention has

shifted morc to reference or the kinGs of information sericeL

described above. The. largest libraries were able to build

subject stafZs and collections to, service. to specialists, the

first function outled above. The readers adviser as a

separate position has disappeared; what reading guidance is

provided is given by the information librarian or by the sul)-

ject bibliographer.



Readers have found a barge part of their intelloctuAhl
A
and cultural interests increasi.ngly satisfied by a deluge of

widely available popular publications, in both book (pape'rback

as well as hard cover) and magazine form. The publisher

appealed.directly rowing public. that had eitriier turned

to the public lib ary.,/ Pervasive cultural--naucational com-

munication, in m y media, snow characterizes our social matrix.

The library din turn responded to the proliferation of

print by itself Locking these sane popular publications, and

it retained part of its adult public by this means. in the

middle-class sections of cities and in suburban areas, the
4

agency coneinues to be used heavily for this, purpOse--in some
ak

1,

cases so heavily 'that planned educational services are never

launched.. the contemporary public library, in its provision
-,__-\1

of popular Ileading, serves much 'Is does a well-stocked book-
s I

,

store, rirovi ding titles in greater ce.tmand, duplicating copies

when-its budget permits. Some people prefer to get such general

reading from comi*rcial sources, while others prefer the

cost-free selection of the public 14rary. %

The social result ofr meeting the readership need

be characterized more as cultyral than educational. C

is here defined, not in the sense of being limited to 4tera.-
41.

ture and the arts, but in the sense of reflecting the +nterests

and .concerns of educated people, and represented by the popular

presentations, analyses and commentaries. A substant41

biogiaphy of ,Eleanor Roosevelt is issued, an analyst p'esents



his views on t e'rate of chInge" under the itlo of "Future

Shoe," a popular bobk'en diets app e ''rs, or an analysis cf
reCentq)re0.dene'al campaign: these

w ich., neany a p e obtain from their 'bran. By thismea.ns.

e Itural exchange is' maintained and prevailing is pas and

e the types of book3

lues shared. The net effcct of this part of the public

ibra4'sprogram is similar to that of 'a well-eiited mas'a-

tinse of broad interestr or of a book club that caters to the

. ollowers of the,more substantial, popular literature. In
..-

ess focussed form, this service by the library 'shades off into

14uraly or primarily recreational fare,' not sharply distingUiswiled

otidnally from the images on the television tube. .

One group of public library user4 goes well beyond the'

best - sellers and uses the public collection to survey the rolge

of "contemporary ideas and\problems.' This is neither -the

specialist, nor the person seeking specific facts, nor thep y
reader of a best selling book. In one sense this is the

alert, respoasive adult par excellerce, carrying on' a dialogue

with fertile minds on all topics th& touch his needs and

fancies.. Frr these individuals,use cf the public library is

not primarily an economic considerationborrowing a book 1:eith-

out charge that they would otherwise have to buy--b t rather a

matter of intellectual supply and access. The public agency

is the only/Aurce that has the rangearid level suited to
. 4

A" 1

their inquiring minds.. .

Another segment of users pursues utilitarian ends.

Water-proofing a ,basement, exploring a different field Qf

ea
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employment, planning a vacation, prephritq a to for ae

cormunity groupthese and .other practical, endeavors call

for consultation n 'the record. In such use, th non-specialise
.,.

is using knowle.dge is much tha same way as the 4pqcxalist,
,

. , a

l'...-..
albeit at a .L.6s advanced levet.

.

The formal s,Cud:tnt, in school and college,, turns to

publfelibrary. SOme children in the early school. years use
1, -.

the Community agency as the d.)or to the, world of dreading. More
61%

advanced students do -their kind Of "research" in publica Ir

library. It is worth noting that resources ,for students within

their educational institution:, in.scnool media centers and 4.n,

allege libraries, have been strengthened in -the pasti
de e, d these in-school resource:; can be integrated into

the instructional prgram. The public library func,,,ions More.

as anauxi3iary than as a primary fiource fdr the student, serv-
,

ing him when he reaches beyond flis school resourceS.and ventures
4 a I

into the li=iger world cf recorded knclwledge,...

A

Two educational strains have lateli appeared, or re-appe ared
, -

I '

in public libary programsvOne is reaching out' to non-u4ers;

particularly in the inner city. 'Part of this' effort seek to
/

peiate traditional libr4ry resources and references to t'e

particular problems confronting the poor and the under'-e#ucated;

"part aims to modify both the content and the fors of the col-
-'7,

lection aad.theservice-role of the librarian to suit this
116

potential user group. A second Current effort depends on the

NJ.
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library as the Y,ocus of lindependent study" at the college

rel in self-study programs pursued by .individtials seeking

degrees without attending forma; classes on campus. The

librarian in this plan becomes an educational. counselor and

the collection the body cif learning materials.

4

The extent to which' the educational-eultural function

of the public library can and should be expanded depends on

the quality of life that people will be seeking and on the

extent to which provision for that life is considered to 4_

a public good worthy of financial support.-.Many individuals

are searching for purpose .and value- Others seek mental and

sensual adve%ture. These arc erdsitive experiences for which

puu,ple f.13 result in a eifferent kind of educe

tional-cultural use of libraries than the solving of an

immediate problem, or preparation for future accomplishment.

We have tenOed to see *education as a means to an end--the

corlFetent thp informed citizen, the effective parent.

..As. life values and life styles are revised, we may come to

sec the play of the mind and t ze pla/ of the senses as worth-

while experiences in them ves. At that stage the public

library would become not only the people's university, to

be used when they want to learn something, but also the

people's culural center, to '.),e used as part of a full life.

Use of media in all forms--aural and visual and tactile as

well as graphic--would be seen not just as a solemn preparation

-40-



for living but as an aspect of livin9 itself. Tire librarian

in this c6r.ception would servo, as do other professionals as

experts in use of resources, not so much Lo solve problems and

attain ambitions, as for self-realization and self-expression.

To the extent that the United States has lost its sense

of direction and its citizens.. face a long period-of uncertainty
I

and frustration, this prospect is visionarvBut if we are -

going through a transition period, groping beyond affluence

to meaning, a public agency providing the richness of cultural

experience may be for adults as impo:tant as the school is for

children--and it may even be more fun.

D. Technological Applications: Scope and Limits

Advanes in computer nandlinq of data and in' new forms of

tele-communization will facilitate each of the functions of

the public library. Potential a plications will be touched

on here, bu -: only to the extent that they involve funding
)

sources in sapport of new and emergirg patterns.

The first problem confronting the specialist and researci,er

is to determine what has already been issugd on his problem

and where it' can be- consulted. This is a bibliographical
%

question. To answer it requires firs a record of what has

been published, analyzed as to subject content and indexed

under terms that the searcher is likely to use. The record

must show where the material is located. This index must be

available in some foam directly to the ecialist. MARC

tapes being issued by the Library of Congress takes the

50



first steps in this direct on. ExtZmsion of the existing

network ot bIolioglaphical -:nat.:oil fea t.ecLnic::11,

but will call for funls for rosearch and development. Puhlic

librarie, if tied into a national bibliographic -r3tem,

'would then have the c4-ipacity tc in fern

ists in 1.hcir ficlds and wi,cre it can obtained.

cialistn of wh

The next step is to establi h accoss to the documentr

themselves. In the past some .c;.searcherrhave tr4veled tc

the source of reference materials; others have obtained uza

of material through inte-library loan which entails a

elay ancl somltimt irprc.e: :cal.

Long-rae projections envision the library-in-the-

_ae.i.tel0 MG Pia et Z 0+, v io.r.t T-1 4 r". c, r", c't en. f
ea I 4. %0 a ...... a.. taic.fnine,c4 LtA'"

.orre thing to store and gain rapid acc,: r, to a finite numh,-ir

of datum ilvc:vcd, for exal:iple, in a Ilibliographical inde

or an airlin.! reservation system'ir an electronic uemory.

It is quite 'Another to store all tha concepts and relation-

ships contair.ed in.a library of sever :pillion volumes and

similarly rtLrieve what is needed on demand. The earlier

step will likely be facsimile tole-cOjounioati .1 which will

permit consultation of a document at a distance. Howqver,

unlike extension of the bibliq raphic iri,formation system,

. this will inveIve not only furtherresearchand developme:-,t

but very substantial investments in equipment.

57
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ComplIter storage and now commTication channels will

"sliortly aloe affeQt the information function of the public

3.;

library. One important prospect is cable TV. The sig- .

nificance of this is not simply that images can be carried

tee viewers -- standard TV already does this. The sig-

nificance is that a much larger number of channels will be

opened, po'rmitting informational as well, as entertainment

messages. Also, the communication between the source and

the receiver can be, two -way. development will replicate

the telephc-e?, except that with cable TV .the image is visual

as well - ual. The cable itself, hoivever, will not

generat .niormation; it will have to connect some source

with some seekers. The public library will.`' stand in a

strateaic coinecting-link position i, this chain of iT;fnrmri-

tion. Realitation of this project calls not so much for

mobilization on a national level, but more withitt btates

and metropolitan regions. This prosect involves additional

levels of irLnding, sources, .petween the national and state

levels on this one hand and the local tax base on the other.

I must be emphasized, however, that by no means can

All needs and problems of access to recorded knowledge and

information be solved by new technology. It would be a

mistake to put substantial sums into computerized networks
. 1

without reviewing and improving the total knowledge-exchange

system, including intellectual and human components. No

5(3
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computer can make content available

quired, and, we are thort''Of acquisition programs that

assemble all the material that is neadad. NoL: can the

computer reproduce material on demand unlets it is first

bibliogiaphically organized in a way that dovetaiTt with

use, ai-,a here again any known scheme galls well sh,)rt of

perfection. This is not a problem of machine capacity but

of insight into how knowledge is used and how it should be

organized for retrieval. -

Limitation in technology as the solution to knowledge-

information utilization caa be illusteewith the example
4

of tele-communicatlons. We have had two-way communication

between information source and information searcher and

multiple channel capacity since thc invention of the tele- m

phone. Yet, neither the library nor other information

sources have been fully utilized. Cable TV, it is true,

will add the visual image but this nay not be the heart of

the matter. The human factor. aN 11 as machine capacity

must enter into theAequation.

11.

Educ4tion-cultural ex trience is mental and emotional.

Fresh .communication chanpOs and information banks can

stimulate response and promote understanding in some cases

where older forms arg. nopt, effeptive, z4,they have to a limited

extent in theme classrot6rik.; ;Nonetheless, it would be a mistake

1,1'.
to depend on hardware ft4Adeal with problems that are rooted

t
-44-
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distance transmittal of communication, it may be that
am&

familiar media forms -- art, film, recordings, models, gar-6s --

may rdtain the g.,eater impact on adUlt recponse: The public

library has been print-oriented in the past, and it has served

0 that portion of the lives of people' that can be captured cn

the printed page. As it becomes a media center in the ccm-

,munity, providing as multi -media 'environment, the public

library will telate to the full range of experience of people

as they seek self-realization. Here again any significant

advance runs into the question of -the sources of funds --

fully developed multi-media libraries.dost most than single-
,

niredia libraries, We haveybuilt up an agency for the public

pv;visiori of books -- I I. le agelicy for similar pro-

vision of other forms of communication?.

E. Conclusions

441

The public library is a multi-purpose institution with

divergent, but not unrelated, functions. It is also a

partially-realized institution; its aims are consistent with

American needs and aspirations and the public, in general,
A

accords it a degree of respect. But, as with many other

educational and social prOgramse'performanse of the institution

is not in line with expectations. As concern grows with the

quality of life, the past tole;pnCe of a gap between professed

goals and actual accomplishments is being challenged or

various fronts. The challenge comes from persons outside
of

and within the establishment. A financing base realistically
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designed to close the gap would have impact on a wide spectru7.

of the.iiieriaff-papplea...___

The public library is a unique institution which can
a

thrive best in a free society. If one could somehow combine

the research livision of the New York Public Library, the

central unit of the Enoch Pratt Free Library in Baltimore,

and the most active of the suburban libraries in California,

then attach the structure of the most developed county

libraries of the South in order to reach small towns and

rural 'areasb he would have a bulwark of knowledge at the

several levels -- specialization, functional information,

cultural education -- equal to the needs of the economy, of
4

the public life, and of personal aspirations. But the aver-

age public library, the u6Lial agency serving people across

the land Irm metropolis to remote crossroads, is a pale

shadoW of a research source--a fragmentary information centcr

and a pallir educational force. We have invented a poten-

tially powerful institution and havu demonstrated, here and

there, that its potential can be realized. But we have tried

to nurture this national resource within the confines of a

.highly circumscribed local fiscal base and inadequate financ-:-."

measures. tb have taken functions that are national,

state-wide, regional, and local in impact, and sought to
4

sustain them all with public monies collected primarily to

provide distinctly local services.



IP%

The belief is emerging that, in a democracy, one cannot

- educate the child in one locality at one level and theAlild

in ano.ther

. democracy.

locality at another level, and long maintain the

,1People affect not just the block on v:Thich they

own a fiouse and the town in which they live, but they affect

the body politic and' the entire social fabric. Similarly,

knowledge is not a local convenience commodity, like public

swimming pools, that can 4e provided at a high level in one

sector and not in another, and long maintain productivity

and freedom. The United States must look to its knowledge

resources as it looks to its human and natural resources. It

has a public agency for the purpose, but it has not worked

out a rational financial structure for that agency.

I -47-
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III. -ANALYSIS OF FISCAL FACTORS AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL

FINANCING

Ellasse and Background

rt

-With the advent of Federal general revenue sharing and

the consequent curtailment of Federal categorical grants'

for libraries, there is con&ider'able concern regarding the

future off' the public library System. It is the purpose cf

this analysis.to review the present system of public library

financihg within the general framework of state and local

government finance. In this context, general conclusions

can then be drawn regarding alternative means of financing

the public library function. 4

It is, however, a difficult time to draw general con-

elusions and formulate definitive eternative recommendatiom

applicable the field of intergovernmental finance. The

palfge ane implemekation of general revenue sharing has

introduced pervasive factors and forces off unknown potential

inobasic intergovernmental fiscal arrange nts. Some wo;,.:.1d

argue that the concept 'of revenue sharing was never intended

to be linktd with a wholesale elimination of federal- state-

local categorical aid programs. Certainly, there appears

to be rising opposition in the library finance field, and

in other program areas, to such a linkage. The effort to

revise and combine categorical grants as block grams

the revenue sharing program is now being debated tn the

Congress. Certain categorical programs have becp restored

-48-
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or continued and, as discussed elsewhere in this reporte

a new Federal filndiiiirifirti'Vein---public--library-fi-naice
/

is being discussed and may soon be submitted to the Congress.
0

Details ofthe new initiative, described.as a Federal Library

Partnership Act, have not fret been fully developed nod made

public. However, the President in his education s ge of

January 24, 1974, has defined a new and broader Fec 1 role as

follows: 4)/C

"While.I continue to believe that.sta e and local
authorities bear the primary respons,,bility for
the maintenance of public libkaries I also be-
lieve that the Federal government h a responsi-
ble role to play."

It is, therefore, reasonable to expect that Federal

catesorical funding suprmrt for pt-. lie libraries, in some

form, will be continued. This analysis of the financing

patterns for public libraries, and the comparisons with

general criteria and other intergo,rernmental financing

patterns should assist the resolution and final development

of an improved fiscal base for publLe library services.

A. The Public Finance Dimension

Recent Trends in Public Library Expenditures

The $814 million (less than $4 per capita) expended

by states and localities for public libraries in fiscal

1971-72 was less than that spent for virtually every other

domestic service. It was about one-third of the amount

-49-
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spent for local parks and recreation and less than one-

sixth the e)Tenciiture for police protection. It represc.nted

less t7lan-2-15ereent of .state-local-e-3-cpenditure for _elercn-

..tary 'and secondary schoOls.

Total general expenditure of state and local govern=ents

rose almost 80 percent in the 5-year period 1967-72, wile

library expenditUre greW by less than 60 percent. (See

Table 1.) By contrast, expenditure for ,police protectizn

Virtually doubled as did spending for health and hospitals.

Because personal income grew almost as fast as did expo

for libraries during the same period, the latter in-

creased only minimally relative to personal income, whr...0

related expenditure for police protectiop4ind health any

hospitals, rose by one-third.

Interstate Variations

Per capita library expenditure averaged $3.90 in

.1971-72 and ranged from a low of $1.58 in Alabama and

Arkansas to a high of $7.76 in Massachusetts-i-a factor,

of almost rive to one.. .(See Table 201, As is the cape

for expenditure imeneral, the Southeast registered the

lowest per capita amounts,, while the Mideast, New Engla:..e.

and the Far West spent the\largest.aMounts. Because per-

sonal income grew at considerably different rates in

individual states, it is not surprising that library

expenditure per $1,000 of personal income actually fell

f.

*1,
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:STATE AND LOCAL EXPEND1TilRES FOR LIBRARIES 1967 AND 1972

United States

New England:
Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont

'Massaohnsco-tm'
Rhode Wand
Connecticut

Mideast:
New York
New 'Jersey
Pennsylvania
Delaware
Maryland
Dist. of Columbia

Groat Lakes:.
Michigan
Ohio
Indiana
Illinois
Wisconsin

Plains:
Minnesota
Iowa .

Missouri
North Dakota
South Dakota
Nebraska
Kansas

Southeast:
Virg1 is ,
West Virginia
Kentucky
Tonnmisee
North Carolina
South Carolina
*Georgia
rlorida
Alabama

Louisiana
Arkansas

Southwest:
Oklahoma .

Texas
New Mexico
4iaona :

Rocky Mouhtain:
Montana
Idaho
Wyoming
COlorado
Utah

Par West:
WashingtOn
Oregon
Nevada
CaWornia

Alaska
Hawaii

. BEST COPY AVAILABLE
BY.STATES AND REGIONS

'Dollar amount Per Capita Por 01,000:

(thousandiT pors.-inot

1972 1967 41972 1967 1972

'814,181' 518,186 3.90 22 62 .95

2,536 .2,134 2.46 2.19' .74

3,194 2,432 4.14 3.54 1.11'

1,536 1,368 3.32 3,28, .93

44,931 27,401 7.76 5.05 1.71

3,192 2,367 3.30 2.63
'5.19,

.81

15,992 12,733 4.35 1.04

4
108,271 60,563 5.96\ 3.30 1.18

35,481 26,143 4.82 3.73 1.01

25,155 16,568 2.11 '1.42 ..51

1,520 1,034 2.69 1.98 ,58

21,989 14,676 , 5.42 3.99 .1.21

8,817 5,666 11.81 7.01 2.00

30,347 24,069 3.34 2.80 .76

12,702 16,712 2.11 1.60 .51
16,913 13,801 3.20 2.76 .60

54,661 28,575 4.86 2.62 1.02

19,857 13,265 4419 3.17 1.13

18,913 .9,682 '4.67 1.22

8,176 7,770 2.84 2.82 '.74
17,688 12,806 3047 2.'8 .95

2,176 1,110. 1.44. /1.75 '.88

`4,174 1,451 6.15 2.15 1.80

.4.988 3,115 3.27 / 2.17 .82

5,772 '4,902 2.56/ 2.15 .61

15,549 9,357 3.26 2.06 .85

4,238 2,376 '2.38 3.32 .73

5,650 5,367 1.71 1.68 .52

4.758 ,2:38 3.74 .73

47,545' 6,209 3,36 1.23 .99

5,038 2,670 1.89 1.33 .61

9,231 4,892 1.05 1.10 .55

17,033 11076 2.35 1.88. .62
5.445 5.387 1.55' 1.52 .51

4,535 3,939 2.00 1.68 -.72

12,271 7,445 3.28 2.04 41.02
3,135 2.297 1.58 1.17 .52

7,778 5,108 2.95 2.05 .05

27,263 14,994 2.14 1.37 .64

2,742 1,809 2.57 1.80 ..80,
7,118 3,974 1.66 2.43 .98

2,465 2,67e. 3.4i 1.82 .96

2,585 1,749 3.42 2.50 1.03

2,535- 1,367 7.34 4.34 1.90

9,530 4,576 4.04 2,32 1.01

4,201 2,952 3.73, 2.88, 1.11

ti

22,711 12,003 6.0. 3.89 1.60

8,541 . 5,753 3.91: 2A8 1.01

2,177 2,015 '4,13 4.9414. .88

119,233' 76,9531. 5,81 4,02 1.27

es7,025
5,059

371
3,639

6:23 1.36
6.25 4.92

1.33
1.37

U.8. Bureau of th, Census, Gove rnmental Pinvinces in 1971-72 au! co

of goversommit Finances. Stata.--==abri? to771--atSe-aToell. library

Percent iner, er ciebr(
1967-72

1967

.89

:SO
1.28
1.28
TB55
'1.87
1.24

Amt.

VY.1

Is.s
32.4
12.3
64.0
34.°
25.6

Per pi"

'Capita n.cm

48.9 , 6.7,.

12.3 ,.-14.9
16.9 -13.3
3.2 -27.3.;
53.7 10.3 -
25.5 - -6.9

' 19.3 .-16.1

.95 678.1
'4.10 35.7 29.2

51.8 0.6 6.3
7 /47.0 35.9 1.8

1,17 49.8 35%8 -4.7

1,!78 55,4 6844, 22.4

.87 26.1 19.3 -12.6

...53 35.0 31.9 -3.8
.91 22.5 15.9. -12.1
.75 91.3 45.5 36.0

X.07 49.7 38.5, 5.6

.93 95.3 73.0 31.2

.94 5.2 1.3 -21.3
1.00 '18.1 ,19.2 -5.0
'.73 94.6 96.6 34.2

4148 187.7 186.0 104.5
.75 60.1 50.7 9.3 '

.75 17.8 19.1 -18.7

.80 66.2 56.3 6.3

.60 . 79.4 81%3 21.7

.75 5.3 1.8, -30.7

.78 42.1 3c.$' -6.4

.55 182.6 173.2 .00.0

.50 88.7- 83.5 02.0

.46' 88.7 8115 '194

.73 51.1 25.0 -15.1

.74 1.2 2 0' -31.1

.95 25.1 19.01 -24.2

.91 63,1- 60.8 12.1

.58 . 36.5 35.0 -10.3

.

,

.84 52.3 43.9 1.2

.55 83.0 70.8 16.4

.76 51.6 42.8 5.3

.97 79.1 50.6 1.0

1.45 -8.0 -20.2 -33.8

1.03 47.7 36.d --

1.56 85.4 "C,.1 21.8
.80 100.2 74.1 26.3

1.18 42.3 29.5 -5.9

1.22 89.2 69.1% 31.1

1.00 48.5 31.8, , 1.0

1.34 8.0 -0.0 -34.3

1.18 54.9 45.0 7.6

.41 445.8 . 358.1' 224.4
1.63 39.0' 27.0 -16.0

of Govermien 1 , No. Si corpanding.':
tyre for 197 -4972 frail unpublishod endariyine
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in a numburof states between. 13G7 and 1972. 1410,..7ct 11411

states. showed decline3 in library Lxponditure 'relatime- -T

"

-to lorsonai ipcome. (1yea do7.on states, the drop was more

that percent.

clverrimental Source' of. Firancin,i

Az in the cas e of local p'obli44. schools, all three

levels of go exnm ont--federal, state and local--partieipat

ir) the finabcing o public /tbraries. Indeedl'for.the

United Stags as a whole,' the Federal sham of library

financing differs little from its share of local school

"financing--7.4 percent and 8.0 perceht, respectively, in

1971-72. (See Table 3.) 2 liut,here the similarity ends.

tLibrary expenditure--both direct and in the fOrm of aid'

to localifivs--from the states" own revenue sources'com-.

prised only 11-.7.pe9rcent, leaving aL.out 81 percent .of p16
4

.1

total' bill to L,e financed 'by local'govemhents. The car -

rosponding 4:igures for elementary d secondary schools

were 40.2 percent and ol. 1:1 percent. In this connection
4 0

%

it shoals Le noted tnat library aid-(LSCA) is a. genetal
qa

grant while School aid (ESEA) Is. targeted for a particuldr

clientele.

a
ft.

The predominan6e-of local financing for libraries

and the growing state participation in school financing

are pointed up in the last two columns of Table 3. .SIerl

Federal, excluded, states only provided 12.6 percent

Fed

4 .
libra funding and therefore .seven-eighths of the non-

financed public library bill was bc.rne by local_

governments. Only A6 percent of non -redral *t.:130y1
.

-53-
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PFROENT pialtamap or STATF AND LCOA1- lorruir roR PUBLIC LIBRARIES AND FOR ELEMENTARY AND

SECONDARY EDUCAIION, iy GovERNmFNTAL mu. or FINANCING, BY STATES AND REGIONS, 1971-72
iDollar Amounts in Millions).

,--

. State % of State -Local %
Publi-: libraries Elementary s_Socondary Schools Expenfi. from o sources
% financed by: financed exclu . Fed'. Aid)

Amount Fcd. State eal Amount Fed. State Local Librario Education

TABLE 3*
BEST COPY AVAILAkill

.. United States 'S814.2 7.4 11.7 80.9 $48,360.0° 8.0 40.2 _11.8 12.6 43.7
.-.. ----46

New En9lantlz
-

Maine 2.5 15.8 10.4 73.8 208.4 2.7 .22.4 75.0 12.4 36.9
Now itar.p:211zu 3.2 17.4 15.5 67:1 145.9. 5.8 6.5 87.7 18.7 6.9
Vermont 1.5 30.5 29.9 39.6 134.8 6.1 33.0 60.5 43.0 35.2

144seachuwetts 44.9 9.3 11.6 79.1 1,211.0 5.4 23.2 71.4 12.7 24.5
Nhodcliplant, 3.2 13.9 36.5 49.6 192.2 9.0 25.3 55.7 42.4 38.8
Commacticut 16.0 5.5 12.3 82.1 870.4 2.7 22.4 75.0 13.0 27.5

,

Hideouts .,

MO, York 100.3 5.4 17.6 77.0 5,664.2 5.8 42.3 51.9 18.6 44.9
1.114.7 Jersey 35.5 5.0 21.4 73.6 1,950.6 4.6 25.4 70.0 22.5 26.6

:Pennsylvania 25.2 10.6 33.1 56.3 2,802.1 6.5 47.0 46.5 58.8 1 50.3
Delaware 1.5 22.2 4.3 73.5 165.8 7.8 69.6 22.6 5.6 75.5
Aaryland 22.0 3.0 14.6 82.3 1,185.7 7.1. 43.3 .49.7 15.1 46.5
Dist. of Columbia 8.8 4.5 e4 - 95.5 218.5 13.3 - .86.7

Great Lakes:
Michigan 30.3 5.3 9.9 84.8 . 093.3 3.8 44.5
Ohio N.A. N.A. W.A. N.A. 2,195.0 6.2 30.5

Indiana 16.9 .6.0 4.6 89.4 1,233.6 5.4 31.5
Illinois 54.7 5.5 17.6 76.9 2,22.3.3 6.8 37.8
Wisconsin 19.9 4.3, -4 95.3 1,071.5 4.3 30.4

Pluinut
Minnesota 1,8.9 4.3 2.9 91.7 1,136.5 4.7 48.4
Iowa 8.2 11.1 3.8 85.1 677.8' 3.7 31.3

Missouri 17.1 7.6 5.3 87.1 961.4 8.2 33.7

North Dakota 2.2 27.1 5.8' 67.0 132.4 11.9 29.4
South Dakota 4.2 12.2 30.2 57.6' 4142.3 12.5 15.1

Nebraska '...0 13.7 4.4 82.9 246.5 '6.3 17.8

KAMAAS 5.3 13.1 '7.0 79.9 491.3 8.0 27.4

Southeast:
Virginia I5.5 6.3 10.1 83.6 1,014.5 11.8 33.8
meet Virginia 4 2 17.7 13.9 68.5 320.6 13.0 54.9

Kentucky 5.7 14.8 39.2 45.9 529.0 15.6 53.5
Tannassee 9.0 .2.7 19.7 67.6 665.2 MO 44.4
1F4Or'h Carolina 17.5 8.2 19.7 72.1 1,008.7' )5.9 62.6
South Carolina 5 0 18.4 15.4 66.3 , 509.0 18.0 55.0
Georgia 9.2 13.1 35.2 51.6 753.3 13.7 51.8
Florida 17.0 7.2 7.5 85.3 1,352.7. 11.3 52.9
Alabama S. 17.3 4.4 78.4 487.4'! .8.1 62.4

Mississippi 4 12.5 8.3 79.2 382.30 27.6 48.2
Louisiana 12.2 7.2 2.6 90.1 766.0 13.1 56.0

Arkansas 7.1 18.1 27.5 54.4 408.3 .4.16.6 46.1

Southwesti
Oklahoma 7.8 13.4 10.9 75.7 445.2 10.8 44.5
TeXAW 27.3 9.7 2.1 88.2 . 2,315.4 11.3 47.0
New Mexico 2.7 15.5 12.9 71.7 242.3 19.6 60.0
Arizona 7.1 9.5 6.7 83.8 466.0 9.4 40.1

Wily Mountain:
Montana 2.5 16.4 12.5 71.1 159.9 8.5 23.9
Idaho 2.6 '15.3 8.4 76.3 147.8 13.0 39.4
WyosOng 2.,5 21.3 21.9 56.8 92.8 10.6 33.8
Colored* N.A. - V.A. N.A. N.A. 515.7 8.7 27.5

Utah 4.2 10.3 8.5 81.2 248.5 9.3 52.1

51.7
63.3
63.1
55.4
65.4

65.0
58.1
58.7
72.3
75.9
64.6

54.4
37.0
29.8
41.5
21.5
27.0
34.5
35.9
19.5
24.2
29.9
37.4

44.7
41.7
20.4
50.5

67.7
47.6
55.6
64.2
38.6

Par Most s

WaAbLington X2.7 10.0 3.4 86.6 839.6 8.4 49.0 42.6
Oregon 8.5 8.7 6.6 84.8 , 514.7 4.5 19.9 .. 75.6
Nevada 2.1 15.4 11.9 72.6 133.5 8.2 39.4 52.4
California 119.2 3.8 1.7 94.5 5,600.0 6.8 36.7 56.5

Alaska 2.0 18.8 25.8 55.4 138.4 15.5 74.1 10.4
Hawaii 5.1 9.3 90.7 - 219.6 8.4 88.7 2.9

. ,.. Data not available (Census asta incomplete) .
:01 Library data computed from U.S. Bureau of the Census, Governmental Finances in 1971-72 and State Government Finances

in 1972. :;41:bool data from National Education Association, Estimates of School Statistics, 1972-73, Research Report

1972-1442. . ,a
-54-l,g ....
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-

10.5
N.A.

4.9
18.6

.4

- (

46.3
A 32.5

33.3
40.5
31.7

4.1 50.8
4.3 32.5
5.8 36.7
8.0 33.3
34.4 17.3 .

5.1 -19.0
8.0 29.7

19.7 38.3
16.8 63.2
46.1 64.2
22.5 51.7
21.4 74.4
18.8 67.0
40.6 60.0
d.1 59.6
5.3 76.2
9.5 66.6
2.8 65.2

33.5 55.2

12.6 52.6
2.3 53.0
15.2 74.6
7.5 44.2

14.9 26.1
9.9 45.3
27.8 37.8
N.A. 29.9
9.4 57.5

3.8 !i3.5

7.2 :!0.8

14.1 42.9
1.8 39.4

31.8 87.7
100.0 96.9



expenditure came from local revenue sources. Only six

states inanced as much as 40 percent of tile library ccF.7'ts

(Hawaii 'financed the full bill for libraries and almost
It"

'all of the school spending). 3 By way of contrast,:21 states

absorbed more than half the school costs--a number of them

well over half.

At the local level; it is the property tax which dcni-

nates public library financing. Publie library services

are provided manly by city governments in that about t.6-

thirds.of the local cost for libraries (5751 million_ in

1971-72) was expended by Counties account

for about 20 percent, and townships and special districts

'---\tmainly in Indiana and Ohio), for the remainder. It is

apparent thpn, that the lion's share of library financing

comes from locftl property taxes--although, by no means all.

State and rederal aid provided son.e $90 million--about

1'212 percen.:--in 1971-72, and, because municipalities provide

the bulk cf local financing, a ::igrificant proportion was

provided b' non-property tax sources as well as by charges

and miscellaneous non-tax revenue. Although property taxes

produce about 85 percent of all local ta ars, only

two - thirds of municipal tax revenue comes from that source

and about half of the municipal, own-source general revenue

is from property taxation."



B. Local Fiscal. ProbleTs

Public libraries compete for tax dollars withL.J.1 vnriety

of services that,'as has been noted, are primarily the rs-

ponsibility of municipal and county governments Put another

way, the library function exists in the arena of non-eCeca-

tional public actiVities, such as police and fire protection,

environmental management and control, health and hospital

services, housing and urban renewal and social services,

which have given rise to the phenomenon known as "munial

overburden." Unlike local schools, public libraries do not

generally have the independent status and political insUa-

tion .1f the special district.5

Fiscal P iTht of C ies

The mzLjor. cities--those that constitute the cote of

metropolitan areas--have encountered serious difficulties

in financing an increasingly costl body of public service

needs. This has peen brought about -in large part by the'

demographi. and socio-economic shifts that have been occsrs

ring since the early fifties. As is pointed out in a

recent analysis by the Advisory Commission on Intergovern-

mental Relations, of central city - suburban fiscal disparities:

Central cities, then, are growing' more
slowly than their suburbs. They are also be-
coming increasingly nonwhite and exhibit larger
proportions of the poor and elderly than do
their respective suburbs. This- general "sorting .

out" of these nopulation groupp is also accom-
panied by highe -:antral city crime rates, and
a housing rar'se esigned to accomodate lower-

6income popula ons.
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The fiscal implications are clear: the mett4opolitan

centers, relative
)

to their suburbs, ..re extremely high-tax.

and high-expenditure jurisdictions. The ACIR findings re-

. gard&ny the 72,1argest SMSA's for which_it analyzed fiscal

1970 data, can be summarised as follows:

Per capita expendi ture in the central cities
eceecied that of their'respective suburbs by
$150.'

Central city per capita non-educational expendi-
ture was twice that in the suburbs.8

Because household incomes and residential pro-
perty values were generally kower'in the central
citie6 than in their suburbs, central .cities had
to levy higher tax rates than did theire,suburbs
to raise equivalent amounts of revenue.'

These findings, of course, havi.1 implications for the

public fil,ancing of libraries as well as for other aspects

of itulnicipal finance. When grouping cities according to

populations there is a ,downward fl,gression in per capita

expenditure and revenue as population size declines. (See

Table 4.) Thus, for the cities wit: 1970 populations of

50,000 and over, 1970-71 per capita library expenditure

ranged from $5.88 to $3.64. It then dropped precipitously

to $1.90 per capita fer the 17,664 cities with populations

below 50,000. A similar situation held for recreational

and police expenditures (albeit at much higher levels than

for library es) as well as for property taxes and other

revenue items.

r.
1641.-%
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'It is apparent, then, thnt.large-city policymakers

have had to make hard priority choices in allocating scare

resources among various demands they have had .to satisfy.

The library service- has apparently suffered when set against

rising crime rates and the need to minister to an increasingly

disadvantaged population.

Pro e t Tax Base and Inter-area Dis arities

Local financing of libraries depends on the property

tax base even more than does selool financing. As was

noted earlior, 87 percent of non-Federal library financing

is from local revenue sources, while local governments

,finance only 46 percent of the non-Federal school bill.

It follows, then, that libral-y financing is subject

more dramazically to the same inter-area disparity situation

pointed up regarding School financ? in numerous court cases.

Briefly--asCy'pified by the Califo-mia case of Serrano v.

Priest tha state courts have held :hat, because of the

uneven distribution of the property tax base among taxing

districts (specifically school districts), heavy use of

property taxation to finance schools violated the state

constitutional mandate that all children in the state are

entitled to equal educational-opportunities. In other

words, the quality of a'child's education should not depend

on the wealth of his parents and neighbors.1°
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Amplc evidence has been amassed concerning the mal-

distribution of the property tax base within states, both

in connection with the school finance cases and by the

Prezident's Commission on School Finance. As Table 5 shows,

the Commission on School Finance found some tremendous

inter-district variations in the taxable wealth (assessed

valuation) behind each pupil. Similar relationships would

apply to per capita assessed valuations relative to total

population. These variations in property tax capacity are

equally strong factors in producing comparable inequities

.in the present, system of library financing. The same situa-

tion would apply to the financing of all public services

that depend heavily on the local property tax base for

their support.

Non-Prooertr Tax Revarroe and Special Library Financing,
Systems

Locail governments derive a considerable portion of

their revenue from sources other thin the property tax.

In 1970-71, all .ocalities obtained over one-fifth of

their ownjsource general revenue (i.e., excluding state

and Federal aid)

. and other non-tax

was even greater, comprising over onc-cou of own-

source general revenue. 11

from service charges, interest earnings

revenues. Municipal non'tax revenue

Overall figures oh non-tax revenue are not available

for libraries. The Office_of Education, however, provides



TABLE 5

SCHOOL DISTRM PFA-rOPIL FP.OPCRTY VALUATION
DISrAMTP:S 'DV STATE

ET ' VI -
Assc:;scd

,.. or

II2x/Mln.
FLitio_sIf

:41,21111.ELIA
h-95th rer,,,,,ntile

Ratio of
Max Pin. W/In

Valu,Iti on ,

'4

IIIIIMIYAIIMIIIIIIIIIIMMIIIIINII
111111111111111111111111M1111111111

.7 _

10t,1-90th ?erc,,n'ile

1,11.8b4ma

A aska
'Ar .ona

ArLansns

,

3.3/1 2.7 I.
. 0 1.

.3 1
IMMOMMOVROMMOMMON

..,1
2.1 1
3.5/1Califovnin .. ..0 1

'CO.crado
,

:1.4 1 . 24'1.V 2. t1/1

'Connecticut 5... 1 2.9 1 2.3/1
Dzlaware x. ..,

9i3f1
2.211
4.211

2.111
.

3.3/1Florida
6.0r is :4.7/1 2.4/1 , 1.8
'Hawaii orert- s rta vent. s not us ed to si rort educa i .

MIUMW12.1 1
NIMIIPET 1

'Idaho

'Illinois 1:11;11111
IIIIIEUETIMIIIM
.11101M1.111.11/11MEMMINIIIMIIIIREY3.

1e2.5 1

Indiana

.8 1

Iowa
Kansas 2.o 1
Kentucky 8.6/1 34/1
(Louisiana , 13. 1

1110MENOIIIIIIIIIIIIMENE1111111111111111M1
IIIIWANIIIIMIMMMg§§211.1.11.IMNagffl
MIERINIMMUMMIMMENAMMMOMMEMMIMMMETI

30.0 1

il/MiraffinfillnillIEWROMMIIMIINIENER
5.21

.- 1

MINIIIIIMMINIIIIIMMIIMM1

2.5/1

2.1 1

Ti
2.z 1

Maine
:ft land
*Ls achusafits
mi i an
Minnesota
Misaissinsi
Tassouri 29. /1

.1 1
1..011

14.14/1

2... '1

-
2.9 1
c.0 1
3.3/1

.omana
Nebraska
'Nevada - 4.0/1 4.0 j1 4.qo
New lam shire -4. 1 3.0 f.t. 1.6 1
lew Jersev i.J0 2.2/1
New Mexico 21.4 1 4.I0 1 1.9./1
New York b4.2 1 4. I .7 1
North Carclina

10.7 '

2.4'1
l,. jil

.811

2.1 1
1.e'1
2. 1

'North Dakota
hit5

Oklahoma '-1.1 1 .4 1 2.7 1
Ore on ________2....8 2.0 1
Pennsylvania .o 1 2. 1
Rhode s and

--....._
1. 1 1.. 1

South Carolina 8.8/1 Mil 2.. 1
South Dakota 9.1/1 .3./1 1.7/1
Tennessee t. /1 4.2 1
Texas 1
Utah -1 3.1./1 2.9 1
Vermont

, 1 2.,'1 1.41 _
Virginia y.8/1 2., 1 2.3/1
ital12EX" 12. 1 .t 1 2.2 1
West Virginia 3../ 3-0/1 2.3 1
Wisconsin 2.2.1 2.0 1
W omin , 1 2.9/1

*Locally annocapti vnlun4.4nn im ilgorl fnr thpnn ntfttPs. otherwise. eaualizca'
assessed

SOURCE:

valuation is used.

Presidents Commission on School Finance, Existing
State School Finance Programs, yol. TI, p. 14;
Washington, 1972.
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data for library systems serving areas with at least

25,000 inhabitants. According to these data, for 1968,

`1,057 llbraxies reported charges and miscellaneous revenue

of $36.1 million, or less than 10 percent of those systenz'

operating receipts excluding amounts received from state

and Federal governments. 12

The State of Ohio uses a unique method to finance

public libraries. That portion of the state special

property tax on intangibles which is collected by county

treasurers (known as the tax on local situs intangibles--

mainly stocks and bonds) is retained inipe coun4 where

it is collected and is earmarked in large part for library

systems within the 'county,

Acco.rding to a recent study, tais financing techni:-.:e

has resultCd in the development of "some of the finest

local librory systems in the nation."13 Because the intan-

gibles tax revenue accrues mainly to the large urban areas

which have the lion's share of intalgible wealth, however,

the high quality libraries 'are concentrated in a small

number of large cities. According to the Stocker study,

there were (in 1970) still many areas in Ohio with little

or no library service.

Intangibles taxes collected in-a county are allocated

among the local governments by a County Budget Commdssicn,

which by law must allow the first claim on the revenue to
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library boards. In 1969, 81.5 percent ($43 million) of

the local intangibles taxes collected was distributed tip

libraries.14 The inherent ineauity of a situation where

a state tax is returned to the place where the collections

originated is quite apparent4when looking at pe; capita

county collections of the Ohio local situs intangibles tax.

The ratio between the highest per capita collections and

the lowest was 16 to 1. 15
This is a classic case of'"the

rich getting richer."

Professor Stocker points up an interesting political

effect of Ohio3s system of financing library services.'

...the preferred position of'16raries in
accesv, to revenue from the intangibl(s has
shielded them from the necessity of keeping
the t4xpaying public constantly aware of the
community, benefits that flow from the public
library, and of the necessity for tax support'
to provide these benefits\ ,finlike other
governmental functions, where support must be

?
sougilt. from the, reluctant taxpayerto in constant
competition with al: other o lic sector claims,
libraries had led a comparatively sheltered
existence.. Not having had to scramble for
money, many libraries in Ohio,may have neglected
to carry their case to the genorp.1 public. Ohio
has not developed a tradition or custom of voting
tax support for libraries. Indeed very few
Ohioans halre any idea how libraries are sup -
po \ted. These faCts,talie on an ominous tone if
one considers the possibility of changes in
financinv that would place libraries in direct
competition with other go%A.rnmental services
for the ta.4payer's dollar.'

A act .of General Revenue Sharina on Local Librar Su ort

Tile Office of Revenue Sharing in the U.S. Treasury

has already (by December 1973) distributed almost $10 billion
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to state and local governments. About two-thirds of th2.s

Bogs to.eities, counties and townships and the remainder

to states. Revenue sbiring funds are distributed to the

states and to some 38,000 local units of general govern7ent

on the basis of formulas that take into account populativn,

income and tax effort. Because neither school districts

nor special districts are eligible for the funds allocated

to local governments, .some library systems -- particularly

in Indiana and Ohio--do not receive revenue sharing funts

directly. It is possible, however, for municipalities

and counties to share scle of their own revenue sharing

funds with such systems.

It is still too von to assess tV impact of
1110

r.reve*40

'shariAkt on local g1vernment finances. Yet, considering

nthat the $4 billion a year that will go to local goer-

mentp is almost 10 percent of their nori-educationa own-

source revenue, unquestionably revanue sharItg funds will

help them cope with their fiscal problems.

Early indications are that very little of the revenue

sharing funds distributed thus far are going into library

services. The Treasury Department's first "planned use'"

report* notes that only 0.7 percent of some $3 billion

*A later "actual use" Leport issued in March 1974 and
covering the first three entitlement payments, indicates
that local governments spent $10 million for libraries.
This total represents only one percent of the $1.8 billion
of revenue sharing funds actually expended by local
governments (during thd first half of 1973.
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distributed to states and localities for the third entitle-,

mont period would go for library services. 17 Next to

economic development, this the smallest amount expected

to be used f(r hny function. The lion's share of the funds

was intended to be devoted to public safety and education
4

(the latter almost entirely by state governments). Counties

indicated that they planned to spend abopt $11 million of

their revenue sharing money for libraries (about 4 percent

of the amount expected to be spent for operation and main-
-

tenance, and only about 1.5 percent of their total spending,
e-

e

including capital outlay). The cities' intentions were

even more parsimonious, so far as libraries were concerned;

the intended to spend only $8.6 million for thUt-purpose--

only 1.5 percent of their intended operating expenditures

from revenue sharing funds and less than 1 percent of their

total, including capital outlay.

Thus, although the provision of library services is

among the eight revenue sharing pri9rity- functions, local

policymalters have thus far placed the libraries low pn-ihe

revenue sharing totem pole. This, of course, is consistent

with the pogiti4I'library services appear

in the loyal government order of 'spending

to hold gerierilly

prOrities.
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C. Issugs in the State Financing

of Public Libraries

In recent years--Tre-tite governments have been moving
.

toward a more progressi ve tax structure and one that is morb

sdnsitive to economic growth. The ! zed. to gripe With the

etoaomic depression° of the 1930's resulted in a rash of

state general sales tax enactments--half .0, the states lev-

ied spch taxes between 1932'and 1937. A fdw state like

Wisconsin, Massachusetts and- New York'already had strong

personal income taxes, bUt although there were conSidera-

ble number of such state taxes by beginnin of World

War II -- including a dozen that were enacted during the

thirties--most were of the anemic variety.,

7

Immediately following World war II, accelerating

fiscal pressures caused pore states to seek new tax reventt..,

"but, again, most of the major tax action occurred in the

%sales tax field. In its 1965 stud!" of personal` income

*taxes, the Advisozy Commission on Intergovernmental

-Relations urged the 'states to move more aggressively into

tkCtaxaticn of personal income in order to improve their

tax structures. 39 The Commission found, however, that

heavy use of personal income taxation by the Federal

Gpvernmpnt was "the si:igle'most important deterrent to

its expanded use by the Statet."19 It recommended,

therefore, that the Federal Government take steps to
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encourage r,,ore extensive state use of personal income taxes- -

. primarily by allowing taxrayers'e. credit against their

Federal tax for part of their St, t person in-

.cgme taxes.

Although "the ACIR Federal tax credit proposal has not

been implemented, continued pressure on state finances

'since the early 17960's has caused a considerable'number of

.states to con,sid.4r and Ito adopt personal: Income taxes --

almost all having' already adopted 'retail. %ales'taxes. There

are now 46 stated with general sales taxes, 40 with personal"

income taxesv and 36 with both. Increasingly, state pOlicy-'

makers are recogpizing thE potential of usingua dUal state

structurc as a means of rclieving the regres-
s

siveness of the total state-local tax structure. This they

are accomplishins through credits against their income

tax s' for excessive sales and,,prop:Irty* tax burdens, particu-

larly on low-income families. In the process, the states

are making their tax systems mire p:mductive as well by

tying them,n.cra closely to general economic growth. . The

States are graduj moving toward a high-quality state-

local tax iystem. 20

Shift of Financing From Local to State Level

Recent .aggressive s rate acti ns have reflected persis

1

tent pressures on the states to tak on tore of the re on-

sibility to finance the non- Federal share of domeStic Ip:;!:01ic

V

a
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services. And., as Table 6 indicates, there has indeed,

been a lercptible shift of financing responsibility from

the local to the state level. In the'past.30 years, the

state proportion of total state - local general expenditure

from own s.,.rces hiss grown from 44..) percent to 52.7 percent.

Local schbols, by far the major function in terms of state-

local expendlture, was largely responsible for the overall.

n.ft; the s:.ate share grew from 34.9 'to 43.3 percent

between 1942 and 1971, largely as a result of steadily

growing state education did. Z1 The highway and public

welfare functiOns displayed similar patterns, both as a

result cf orowing state 0.d, and in some instances, the

shift of operating responsibility from the local to the

state level.

Comperable historical data are not .available fcr the

library function. it is clear, however, that, :y and large,

the states arc f)roviding' only a smaLIPproportioll of re-

sources for librarl support compared to the 'levels provided

school:. highways, welfare and 1/2ealth services, as

6c.,wn in the data presented in Table 6. As noted (,ar:ier,

ti
rary services was only.the overall -fate percentage

5

:i1.4 percent in 1971-72. Sti this modest level is con-
i4

sic Orably higher than it was the early days of the

Federal aid program for 1 aries. A rough calculation

intVcates thatthe states were supplying only about 8 percent
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TABL7,6 BEST COPY AVAILABLE

7+TAT:: . LOC,A.L r:zoti
:31'

1942 -19 71

1.971ITEM

Total- General Lxpenditure 52.7%

Local schools 43.3

Highways 74.5

Public welfare 76.1

Health ant: jhos,italq '51.5

1966 1957, 1942

"47.8% 46.8% 44.3%

40.4 37.8 34.9

70.9 71.2 67.7 .

75.7, 71.8 61.4

51.0 51.3 50.0

Source : ACIR, Fiscal Balance in the American Federal System
(Washington: Octo=er, 1967) , 1e7.)ort A-31, Vol. I ,

Tables A-7; A-9, A-11, A-13, and N-15, and State-Local
Finances : Significant yeatures and 'Suciclested
Legislation (1974 Edition -- in Presg)

J
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of the non-Federal library revenue in 1962.

rlereentac:ft had rion to about 11 percent.

1967; the

Strong Sli;tr Yiscal

The fact that state tax struccufes have been quite
MI4

responsive to general economic conditions was illustrated

dramatically early in 1972 when the effects of increased

and new taxes enacted in 1970 and 1971 began to push state

tax revenues to such high levels that many goverAors were

predicting substantial general fund surpluses for the

fiscal year ending June 30, 1973.22 The state fiscal

position was, of course, also7enhaneed by the infusion

of a substantial dose of revenue sharing funds in late

1972 and early /973.

A word of caution is in order et this point. For

one thing, state :surpluses are ePeneral--it does not take

long for LAeri to evaporate. Even aP, the governors were

pF,,orting state surpluses for the close of fiscal 1973,

they were also presenting'plans for using them up in

tiscal 1974. Irltome tax and sales Lax rates would be

held. steady if not reduced. Property tax relief plans

galore were being proposed, and the usual spate of proposals'.

to increase expenaltures were being put forth. Furthermore,

the surplu:; expectations werelKopounded before the present

dismal economic outlook (the energy crunch) loomed on the

4

I',
5
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

horizon. Thus, the pos.sibilit:that the very sensitivity

of stnte tax structures tothe -g.1;i43,110-1T;y coulaii6a7lre to

the dismay of state budeteets. Should unemployment again

push to 6 percent and more next year (soma? economists see

it movi *ng to 8 and 10 percent) ,the income tax base, will

deteriorate rapidly and state tax collections' will decease

significantly.

State Fiscal i7.22,252itxgatiimut

To gauge the ability of the states to financeeduca-

tional costs, the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmentil,,

Relations has devised an index-Of "total tax capacity',"

based on state personal income estimates modified by 'a

relative tax capacity factor for eal:h state.23 On the

grounds tiut state policymakers co?are their own tax

efforts with those of their peiqhborso. and (b) all

states in the natilon,'the Commissioli developed three tests

of potential tax capacity:

I. Tlest stringent caoacit te,%-,--the amount pf
pctential revenue a state :ieuli'ralte- if it,
made the same tax effort New-Yorkthe
highest tax effort state in the Nation ;'"

2. .Leat strinaent caoaciiv test--the amount:of
potential revenue a state could raise if it
,made the same effort as the highest taxiefort
sbate'in its region; and

Intermedilte c7apacitx test-the amount of
potential revenue a state could raise if it
made a tax/effort midway between the highest
tax effort state In the Nation (New Yotk)
and the highest tax effort state in its
region.

4.



Relating each state's actual tax collections for
,

1970-71 to its potential capacity provides .a measLre of

its "untapped capacity." The CoMmission found that,

under the intermediate capacity test, for example, on

average the states had untapped. capacity of a little Over,

a. quarter of their actual .tax collections -more that

$25 billion. The untappdd cavity ranged from zero for

Netz Ybrk y definition) to less than 5 percent for such

high-effort states like Vermont and Wisconsin to over

75 percent for Oklahoma. 24 By this measure, ACIR found

that "there are 36 states sin a relatively.strong fiscal

position--with untapped relative tax potential in excess

of 20 percent ofactIal collections. "25

0 In this context,-the Commission addressed itself'to.

the ability of states to resflond to court mandates (such)

as serer ranc) to equalize inter-district disparities in

per-pupil expenditure. IL estimated, for example, that

it would cost the states $4 1/3 bi:lion to raise peg.- pupil

ending in all low,l.r-spending districts to the 80th per-
-

centile. It found that only about one-third of the states

would have some difficulty-accomplishing this goal. These

16 states would haVe to use more than 20 percent of

4

their untapped capacity (according to the intermediate

capacity test) plus their geAeral revenue sharing allotment.26

Accdrdingly, the Commission concluded that "tiederal'Inter-

vention is not a pre ,equisite to State solution of the

1
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intrastate school disparities issue" and "that redubtion

of fiscal disparities among sch(ol districts within a

State is a State responsibility."27

IrractjaLlkoneral Rc-enue Sharinl on State Financing

As in the case-of local governments, it is still too

soon to pssessAhe effect of revenue shaking on state finan-

cing. There are some hgtingers of things to come. For

one thing, many of the .high prwerty tax stags are ZrniI g

to their general revenue shbring fundsas a means of re-

lieving the -property tax burden. Michigan, for example,

has Arcady taken steps to apply both its 1973 surplus

and a large part of its revenue- sahring allocation to a

master property tax "circuit-breaker." Its massive program,,

aimed mainly at relieyinTthe property tax burden of lower-

income families, is estimated to cost about $250 ailltiun a

year. Other states ate increasing school aid, and at the

same time placing lids on local property taxes for schools--

another veins of providing 'property tax relief. On the

other hand, a recent attempt in Cal fornia to reduce taxe.

and government spending (by applying some $850 million in

surplus and revenue Sharing funds to this purpose) was

turned down by the electorate.

Federal Financing of Public Libraries

Federal government involvement in public.libral-y finan-

cing started in 1956 when the Congress enacted a mall



program to aid rural areas lacking adequate library services.

-Federal aid under this program was only about $8 million

a year during the early 1960's

'like Act was amend in 19 64 to broaden its scope by

encompassing non-rural areas and also to provide'lil-rary

construction aid. .runds were allocated among the states

under the 1964 ammndments in proportion to total'popula-

tion (previously only rural population was taken into

account) Spending authorizations were increased to

$15 million annually for library services, and were

established at $20 million annually for construction.

The program was further ,expanded in 1966 to include

tnieilibrary cooperatiun, lid services to -the Itisritu-

tionalized lnd.the handicapped, and spending authoriza7

tions were increased consideiably. Further expansion of

c,

. the program was promised by Congressional, action in 1970,
o

which raited authorizations for library services by annual

steps from 112 million for fiscal 1972 to $137 million

for fiscal 1976, and for library construction, frim $80

million for fiscal. 19.72 411497 million for fiscal 1976.

Authnrizations for interlibrary cooperation were also raised.

. ,
Lven in.1967 there was a gap between Congressional

uer promise and performance., Thus, for that year, appropriations

fox libxary services were 75 percent of authorizations; and

the Aituation has been deteriorating gteadily. 28 By fiscal
c.

1 el I
1973 the flow of Federal library aid had slowed Lo a dri...xle

: .



and the prospects for fiscal 1974 and subsequent years are

dim indeed!

Although the effectiveness of lormula for alloating

1Federa liprary aid on,the basis of population in meeting dif-
V.

fering needs for library services .can be questioned.e none doubt

that the program has.at least stimulated state participation

in the program. The aid is ch.enneaed through the ,'states to .the

localities in accordance with regpired'itate plans. . Solve of..

it has been used to establish state library services where

they did not exist previously and to improve-sichservices

where they were already in place before the 1956 enactment:

- Along with numerous other categorical grants, library
.

services and appear to have become victims-of
4

the "New Federalism" philosophy of !...he present Administratisn.

Despite repeated dekAials before Celgressional committees by

representittives of the Executive Bra) -.1h that general revenue

sharing was not intendeflpas a replecement for categorical

grants, re:ent impoundmlints of appropriat6d funds and proposed

cuts in the 19 74 Budget re being d= fended in part on thp

grounds that.revenue sha ing funds can be used to supplant ..he,

reduced categorical aids. Grant consolidation efforts--in the

1\
name of special Tlvenue s aring--,All undou btedly provide a

d,

rationale for further decimating categorical grant prop:elms.

Whether a true intergovernmental policy will be developed--
t 1

.

one that considers the different functionq of. general revenup.

sharing, gram* consolidation and categorical grants--remains .
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to be seen. In the very first recommendation of its "fiscal

balance;' report, the Advisory Obmmission on Intergovernmental

Relations called for such a policy (a "new Federal aid mix"):1k

The Commission concludes that .to meet the needs of
twentieth century America with its critical urban
problems, the existing intergovernmental fiscal
sys.tem needs to be, significantly improved. Speci-
fically, the Commission recommends that the Federal
Goverhment, recognizing the need for flexibility in
the type of support it provides, authorize .a combina-
'tion of Federal categorical grants -in -aid, ".general
functional bloc grants a.id per capita generill support
payments. Each of these 'mechanisms is designed to',

and should be used to meet specific needs: the
categorical-grent-in-aii to stimulate and support
programs in specific areas of national interest and
promote experimentation .and demonstration in such
areas; bloc grants, through the consolidation of
existing specific grants-in-aid, to give .States and
localities grekter flexibility in meeting needs in
broad functional areas; and /general support payments
on a per capita basis, adjusted for variations in tax
effort, to allow Statet and localities to devise.their
.own rrograms and set their own priorities to he4R
solve their unieue.and- most crucial problems...'"

E. Scrting Out Thd Federal, State And Local ROlCS

In Financing Library Services

What zhould be the. respective r_Iles'of the three govern-

mental levels in financing public Ilbraries? A corollary

question mdght be posed: If it is generally agrees that the

,present expenditure for public library services is too low--

that it should be, raised to, say, $2 billion--which level of

government should pick up most of the tab?

There.is no consensus regarding the ' "right" allocation
/

of the cost. of .financirig a particular.function among govern-

ments. 'While it is generally recognized that some functions
11

have more spillover epects than others,-there has yet to be
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devised an accurate measure of such effects. Docks 10 percent,

50 p9rcent, or SIO percent of the benefits from educational

expenditures accrue to the "National public," ,the !'state pub -

lic," or the "local public?" How m of the yolicefunction

. is local? :How much state? How much Federal? Are fire .serv-

ices and trash collection services strictly local? Axi the

spilldover effects of librApfservices about the same as they

are for education:

r Some. of these questions are dealt with'ir; the section

of this report which analyzes the.impact and relevance of the
A

,public goods benefit theory.

In the final analysis, however, the extent to which

Federal or statil--ot even local--pol._cymakers agree to partici-

pate in .financing particular functions boils down to the inter-

play of po;_itical judgments. .It was not until "law and order"

became an .;ntense political issue at the National level that
1

the Federal Government began to irovide sub;-tantial aid for'

local poi4ce protection. When the Nition was plagued by a
t

severe depreFsion it became obvious to the Federal policy-

maerb the4- states and localitiesu needed help -ia de-hling with

'unemployment and the resUltant social,problems: The apparent

\rdfor an extensive highway network for national defense
. .

,___

purposes and for' meting _the reguirementsOf a highly mobile

society impelled the Congreses to enact a gigantic highway

program in the 1350''s.



Interestidgly, the meed'for library services was first

perceived by the Federal policymakem as a rural problem.

The solution, frbm that /vantage point, did not require a

massive inftl5ion.of Federal' funds-- merely a .mall amount of

seed money'to encouragi_the states to do something_ about the

lack of library services in their rural' areas. As the pro-

gram progressed and the library problem was brought up before

Congressional:committees periodically, some committee membeis

developed interest and expertise, and,.as states built up

their own library staffs in- response to the Federal program,

the inevitable Federal-state "vertical functional bureaucracy"

operated to expand the program. As the hist9ry of,substantive

legislation in regardjto Aibrary.servics sh8ws, each succes-

sive amendatory enactment h:1 exotendad and expanded the.projram
a'

to encompas additional serlAcds and to broaden its scope.

Legislative spending authority; thus, bas' increased tremendcusly

over the yer.rs. ,But, as with many other categorical aid pro-

grams, particularly those supporting social programs, executive

and legisliative budget makers have seen fit to .stem the speading,

tide,

Xt is conc#ivable that tl.e substantiNie (Orc:ogrAmi comfitteed

of Congress will eventually prevail, ant that Federal library aid

will start to flow again. However, it is not that such aid

/will grow very muen bcyo d recent LSCA leveis of 7-d percept unless

there is a new realization of the importance of p.iblicelilltaries
41

and he vital-nature of the Federal role in their support.

Should general revenue snaring prove successful and be
*
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expand ,d after 1976, that is, if states and localities con-

vince the public'
,(and'conseguently the congress), that they can,

indeed, manage and support adequately their own programs and

servicesci.tegoricai aids may well be cUrtailcu. This could,

then, lead to the development ofitthe "new Federal aid mix"
Itproposed by the Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental .

Relations. Thus, the library function in the U.S. Office

'oi Education could range from mere technical atsiaance,

statistics-gathering and related duties to a broad fiscal

support program with adm.nistrative responsibilities. Among
the possible programs reprisenting candidates for expansion,

omight well be Title III of 1,5CAinterlibrary cooperation
to help the financially ailing urban centers make available

t e general public the specialized library,resourcps they

ilave.arnassed over the years.,

The Case role Increased StateoFinanoing.
( ,

Any significant increase in library' funding must come .

from the stc.tes. Thanks to the Yedera
rt

aNstruction program, the states, with

9

library 'services and

t eiceeption, now have,'

the organizational structure - -and in many instanceq the leLde.:-
\...

shipr-to guide the devOopment of library services., Morecper,
as has been dembneiratel, the great majority of them-have

developed, or are in the pficess of developing, highly proen

ductive revenue ayetens.

Just as there is geographicla5uslate liversity in thd
ability to financecliblic servics2, thd4e are -, .nter-regional

diversities within-states. As has been noted, this is as appli-
IC...a, / 'tcable to library servides as it is to the financing of schools,.

g* I.
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These intrastate, service in 'qualities can be handled much

more readily when the funding is done on an.areawide rather

than' on a local basis. When the statb picks up a substantial

portion - - -1 ay 50 percent--of the funding, it has an opportunity

to equalize the resources among local library systems. This
.11

it can do by taki oive, some functions diredtly and offering
0.

equalizing grants 64 others. Thus,, a state_might use its Q

own borrowing and taxing power, to build libraries--the state

itatlf would hire the architectural services and let the

building contracts. Library buildings would be placed region-
:.

-, ally in accordance with a statewide plan. At the samq time
o

tir stats would be in the position of offering library services

wherever It-hey are needed. The servies would be provided

locally, u` state grants would take into account both needs

and local fiscal

Sever7.1 states.how prqvIde

basis--amons them are Illinois,

library aid on an equalization
( .

California and Maryland. The

amountdinvvXvede howeVer, are generally too small to have

much of an effect on:the level or library services. "Other

states, like 'New York and Pennsylvania, usd".their aid funds

to encourage regionalization of lOcal iibrazy services.
1

The Case For Local Are ase , de FinIckia

"In all 'likelihood local government will continue for

the foreseeable' future to play amajor role in the financing

-gf.library
,

services. the very least, he financing baseA

e
,
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should be ,broadened to encompass entire counties,, rather than

be left to the exigencies6of a fractionated base ifthere4t

municipal, school district and special district library sys-.

terns. The disparities-that exist as amenvcentrhl cities,

wealthy suburban enclaves and poor rural areas can be smoothed

out considerably by marshalling .the taxable resOurces of a

broad economic area,to financo.a diversified library system.

4

or

Where necessary,- library financing should extend 'beyond
;

county i..rders t9 nampass two' or more counties. For ex#mple,

a,two or three coLrty metropolitan c. a could becoMe the financ-1_,,-- I
.

ing base for a meropolitan library syem. A 'uniform propery
itax levy extendedi r
over-an entire met-repoUtart area would draw

, //1 ,
. .

.

, ,
,

.

! ,

the largest sums ;from the high value areas/and, in the: manner. , I
.

.
f

of power ef:Ilalization, the proceeds- would )4e.rediitributed in
."

,,y. .,

accordance with ,actual library needsiX'-:'
1 ;/

.
F. Summary Findings-analConclusions

The preceding .analysis Of fiscat factors in the finanOng,

of ublic' libraries supports. the following general condlusioAs.

1. Stai 4c1 expen-liture for public libraries

is ext imply small, relative to spending,for other.

domest c services and has been grmAng more olowly
,

than tie state-local sector generally.

,

2. Until 'its redfnt curtailment;:Ahe Federal

C and `Construction Act (LSCA) has
. . .

finanrng about..1 poicent of state-loccil,
.6.

,

Q eNperiditure forlpublic libraries: :
,,.

1 ...

4 .

:racy

been

library

a, 0,

er"
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Notwithstanding new Federal initia.tivc4 under tie

so-called Library Pa)-tnekship Act, there ,may be

little likelihood' that substantial-Federal library

aid will be forthcoming in he foreseeable future.

Pressure shauld be maintainedlrholvver, to ensure

that Federal."4overnment retains responsibil --.y

/ for a fiscal role designed to, further stimulate

the states to increase their support for expande..;

local public library services.

At the lanimum, the Federal government should'

provide funds for reSarch and demonstration, gpa.r.ts_

for innovative projects, the' expanslon of the int.er-
C.

/
library cooperation prograia, ana the expansion c;

data gathering and research functiols. /

U 4

LSCA has been instrumentill in encouraging some crowt:1

state government il'articiRation in library fin:icir.-4,

but the leve;. of fiscal resi,onse in most states is
inadequate.

5. "Library financing, then, falls almost entirely cr;

the local level and therecore is subject to the..
4

exigenCies of it ceasing lOcal fiscal problems and

financing disparities.

.
,

Mate governments have been moving toward a more

productive and economy - sensitive revenue st;uctura.

914 -82-
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7.- With'fcW, exceptions,
_ p

to pick up any slack

O

rede'ral. -library aid

participation in lib

states have the fiscal capacity

resulting from curtailment of

and, indeed, to increase their

nary financing. aM

A subst4ntia3, shift in library financing from the

local tq thg'state level (at least 50,percent of

the non-Federal cost) would raise the general level

of liViarY expenditure *414,at the same`:time help
.

eliMinate interlocal disparities in .the provisiom

of library ervices.
,

At the local' level there'iS a need to strengthen the

organizational structure for the financ5h4'and
f

delivery of library ser-kiices.. Steps. shoula betaken
. ',

to develop means for areawids fi4ancing.
\Pr
\

tionally, th. library function should be brought into

,0

%, thz mainstream of the local political structure.
0

r r

4 9
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SECTION III

FOOTNOTES.

4

She District of Columbia, 'with a 1971-72 per capita
expenditure of $11.81, is excluded from this analysis.

See the ''technical note" at the end of this pape for
an explanation of the procedure for constructing the
"governmental, source of financingdata"-used here.

It should be noted that the state share-of library
fimancing may be uheerstated tc., the extent that state
aid for general local support (wform of state general
revenue sharing) is applied to: library services. 'Thus,
.although Table, indicates that the,"State of Wisconsin
provides only 0.4 percent of library financing, about
40 percent of its state aid expenditure is for general
local support. Wisconsin, however, is an extreme case
in this regard. . For all states in total, oAly 10 per-
Cent of the state aid expehditure is for `general local
support, and some states tprovide little pr.no such aid
try their localities.

14.

4. Advisory Commission on Intexgoveramental Relations,
FinancLt Schools. ane.Prc Tax ReliefT..4 Ctats
iss22n211211tx (Was ington: Janury A

1Indiana is the only state where 1:_brary services are
provided virtually across the boa:zd by independent
special districts. In Ohio, "a substantial portion of
library services is provided by independent school
districts, as well as by special districts and, in
a few instances, by mumacipaZ governments. it should
be noted, however, tiat many libiary systems, whitle
nominaAly dependent agencies of municipal and county
governMerts, do exist under the quasi-independent
umbrella of library boards which ofteh take .on the
political insulation characteristics of,,special districts.

,
.

6. ACIR, Cit Financi 1 Smer encies--The InterumelmILal
Dimens on (Was ington: July 1973 , A-42, p. 120. -,

p., 16.

Mid., Table B-22.

Ibid., Table B-23.

9. Ibid., Tables, B -8 and B-10.

10. For an analysis of the various school financing cases,
see ACIR, EillmEtaa_2422s and Property elief--A
State Responsibility (Washington: January 1973), A.-40
Chapter Ix. \
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U.S. Department of Healthl Education and Welfare, Office
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a ® 3.§nTias 3s'-r-gTon U.S.. Government
Printing OffiFe, ~ May 1970) 1 Table) 1.

. .

13. Frederick D. Stocker, Financin Public 'Libraries in Ohio
'(Columbus Ohio Library Foundation, March 19 71 p

14. Ibid. 13. The Censu., data 'on library expenditure for
iW ($22.7 million for 1971-72) are drastiCally- understated.

Apparently 'a major portion of this understatemapit 'stems from

' the fact that many, library boards in that state, operate as
part of school districts-and the library finances" for such
boards are reported in census statistics together with schooZ
district finances. The missing portion would then be re- .

;ported by the. Bureau of the Canaus as "local tchool" rather.
than as "libraries." This situation is .apparent1y'unique'to
Ohio as similar gross understatements were not found in' the
other sta,:es.
Ibid., p. 23..

J.

16. Ibid., p. 3.
u .. .

17. Department of i the Treasury, Officg.... of Revenue Sharing,
l' General :teve tie Sharin --The Firzt'Paanned Ube Retiorts

.
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.
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201, For a discussion *of the
high-quality tax system
American lec3!rC/_..,.Sstm
Vol. 1, p. 132 ff.

eleiments necessary to 4chiqving a
see, ACIR,' Fiscal Balance in the
(Washington: October 1967), A-31,
--s 7.77

21. As shown in Table 3, the. state port.ton"rose- to 43.7 `percent

in' 10.71-72, and p;eliminary NEA estimates .21,44icate a further
rise to 44.5 percent iris 1972-73.

22. National Journal, June 30, 1973, p. 936.

23. ACIR, .Financing Schools and Pro /art Tax Relief --A rate
Responsibi li_tz (Washington Jicuary 3.97.3) Repor A-40,
p. 109.
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, Table 35.

Ibid., p.114.
Ibd. Table 41.

Ibid. p. 9.
0

ACIR, The Ga Betliree..n Federal Aid
Appropriations (t
pp. 23 a1 24.

ACXR,. Fiscal Bal
(Wash.ington: Oct. er. 1

cc in the Americian Federal S s e
1

Technical ante on Table 3 Drt0: COglation

.

The ,informa,tion .9n governmental source
presented .rn ,Table 3 was 'conttructed

0

It is assumed that most Zederal'al.id for libraries is pitildto the states. Figures for 1971-721 on ktate "'inter - govern-
metal revenue from the Fesleral gc.ve=trent fo4 libraries
are not rublished Government Finances 19721

. but are readily availatais worksheets. shiese
were supplied by the Governments Division and were. used
as, the .E,ederal component for each

.

The Census report, \State Government Finances in 1972,provides data on ,state expentr.; th
separate figures/for direct state msperzclitures .state
library, sgpervision, of local libriry gefliiceS, and the
14ke) aid for state payments to local gow3rnmbnts (inclu-
ding 'Federal aid funds channeled `through.. the, states)
Deducting thetFederal inter -govetinmental revetnee figures
from the total state library expenditure figures° yields
state. own-source expenditure for libraries.
The Census report, Governmental. "Finances in 1971-1972
(soon to be published), does not present separate state-
by state figures on local expenditure for libraries. (al-
though national' totals are presented). The :state-by-state
figures are, however, developed separately and were drawn.
from a computer run available in. the Governments Division.
From these figures° were 'deducted the 'state and Federa2..
aid amounts (see paragraph 2, above) "tp arrive at library
expenditure; frOm local sources.



zv ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS FOR FUNDING.

THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

Summary of, Finding

The central conclusion of this' analysis of fending
, -
a.

patterns and general assessment of. financing requirements

for' adequately supporting .the /Sub;ic library is that the

:present sys.tem is. basially .def4.Bient almost two decades

of operatii.m since the)51irect involve Tent of the g'ederal.

government. the present syste.has not produced an effective

development and distribution of pulic library services..

The distributibn of' ebste among .the levels ,and.lurisdictions
:

of government:is grossly inequitable and is a' prime Aeterrent,

the progssive, devtillopment of a public library' ,system

responsive to the informational-eth.cationql-cultural needs

of .a mederu society.

General CoAclusions4.

c

Historica4.1y, the public library repretented a- private

esponcic to the clearly Felt 'need to rpzavide a central re-
3.

pository of information and 3i,iowledg! vital to the, self-
,.

development and economic and cultural:understanding, of

c4izens and, though, them, the advancement of the community.

The public library today representt an

national resource affecting 4nd affected, by
.

cultural and 'overall quality Or life iu the

under7developed,

tbe .educqtionaik,

United Stateq.

This resource which is Unique toy this democratic- society.
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provides information 1, education 'al, and cultural services
.

in patterns which vary Tccording to etiltimates of need, some-
4

times Ira:perfectly petc4ved by tie library institution itself.

More importantly, services 'vary widely, according- to the fiscal.

ability of the more.thim 10,0Q0.state, county and local lUris-
.-

....

dictions to provide librmry serviced etimitOly **distal; thet

!natign's citizens..

Uniquely, and for a variety of reasons, the public

v;library has not emerged or developed in a political or

bureaucratic form; typical, other -social institutions. '

It exists today laFgely in.itt.pristine state as an almoit

randomly distributed pattern of s mi-litonemqus local:service'

agencies ant.
, systgms, loosely coordiAiated with other libraries

and almost quasi-governmental.in nature. As a socialtnsti-
my f

tution, it is related by tradition and function to the public

educatioli system. 'get, it cannot be considere.t an. 'integral

''part of public edudalion, nor can it be described as a func-
. ,

tional service in the mainstreamiof government. This set
.

.1. lir
.

.-

of.*charactexistics represents a heavy liability fok public

libraries in terms, of attaining,stall2e, adequate financial
V

L q
a,

4

support for a full set of services available to" all citizens.

The institution's deep roots in the pommunity and its strong

c support represent' the pubVic library's principal asset,

at least potentially, in striving to develop a viable pattern
, t

of services reSponsive to the full variety of community and

:individual needs.

arli 4",4
I

.0

SaI
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a

Tollay, in our higl,ly complo:L, industriali-zed 'and frig-

mented sockety, the need fo decentralized repositories
OP

P.

o
1 .

inforetatipn, knowledge and cultural se,, zesrlstill

exists aad perhaps is even accentuaed. lapre are.'still

wide socio-eccnemic audicultural gaps and q uite alienatee,

groups in our social structureeproducing naeds which have

long been the.kocus of public library services: 'In 'an era

ofience,there.isjiAllithe need to provide an even,

wider variet of channels oeupward social and econdlric

mobility responsive to community and indi iclual nejdsand

(lection. -There .ts increasing eviderae that our formalized,
t:A A

burealicrati- structures for social, educational and eopnomic

. advancement have hot erved adequately ,or equally well the

varied nee& of all citizelis Indeed, iecyltralized, unor-

ganiced (if you will) social and educational resources such

as public libraries increasingly are being seen. as providinc
0

4a .id adjuncts and alternatives to 4overnmentally sponsored

Iormeliy'stIuctured educational proc7rams.

ti

This it not to say that we should replicate or simpiy'

expand the craditional patterns of public library services.

Vroximityiof service to each community and individual ebrains

important, but there are essential changes to be achieved,

through expanded inter-connectirfg ,linkages and networks of

library services. These advances,are needed to increase

service efficiency and to more nearly satisfy cost-benefit

1 ^4

a

k
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requiremezits, of the, public sdctor.

BEST COPY AWARE
Modern technoloyy provide

:vast now ;mans to establish such nettork linkdges.apd-provide
%

.
*

the means by which inforfdation 'and4;nowleclge.from the acuinu
lated record can be transiate4 for indiviival utilizes ion.
It is ,unlikply, however,,that,modern tbchnology:caA Ott

II: ,,Y. ,

re4ace the-printed page or the highly personalized inter-

active proces of consulting the written record. :Nonetheless.1 '.

the style and pace of modern, life in an information *demanding,
t

- ,
society -requires more than the p4ssive,'unobtrtigive pattein

,of public library services that exifats today in many. communi-
.

'7 - $

ys. '.3hancbs such as these, and more.", should be incorporated.

modern public- library .services. Dut,,tbe essential fea--.

tures and function of providing sp6iiii2ri:research,
7

illation, and educational- cultural kt,A:vices "remain at least

as miach, needed as ever' before in the history ;elf the publici...

library.
If

Federpl Level
IF

is,c,byiouscthat,the aNunt,and extpnt'of Federal
re

funding has been.smail and haq far from realiied the wilaecx
.

tations of tie LSCA designers . Theimpact of venue shariny,
, -

in addition to -the elimination 'of Federal Categorical .aid,
,

. .
,

could pave other severe effects on the futtkre development of
SI

1

..public ltbrary services because it (1) provides the states

with an opportunity to educe or eliminate their matching

fund contribution, and (2) leaves lo'cal public libraries

with the need to -face local political hand fiscal.

-4
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decidiolilzmakers with increased budget requests due td Federal

I.

,.

-.I, .

wand state cut-backs. The problem wil r.libe especially sevfre

in urban areas because of, the classic mismatch of needs and
,

. .
9

resources in such areas; and- *ith' resepet to regional librauy
. i

. .

networks .which operate on, a state -provided fscal basd4 Re-

ports' on he Rroppsed and 'actua use of re venue sharing, funds

dognot provice much-hope that public libraries are re6eiving,

or will likely receiVc, priority conzider4tion in applying

for these funds.

Beyond the political amensibn of the current revenue

-s-haring versus categorical grant battle, ,there broad

justification so r' conki.nuation of substant4a1 Federal fending.

,Public libraries represent an activity and, service, the bene-

" fits of which; In the terminology of modern public goods theory,

ext'end beyond. the individual and /his local community,. )1qreover,
. -

for the reasons. cited earlier, funding in support of public

library services is .a.,elatiVely late ent thi Federal

and st4e gin ant n g. scene. Supstantl al' ana direct Federal

financing is part4cularly appropriath. to proVide naional ser-

*vices and linkt.ges to meet inter-state disparities,' and to

assist in the, upgrading of thib .sermice to a desired level.
,.

, .

.
.

The continuing(impqrtance of publit libraxies 'as an inform-
\

, . , , 1

tion resource.and a cl,milizing force 4.21 an imperfect mOdein'
,,

4 .

society is am le evidenFe of need for continUed red9ral
,

involvemmt and support.
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I

A word should bo said about. the .Libra:ry Survice'd and
,.

. 9

Contitruction
,

Act .
,

Perhaps i. t was, the, best mea. s ure.thati, r .

could bo developed a decade ',ago. gonethcl,leFs as a'fiscal
#

subsidy method, the LSCA provis,J.:ons represent a pr Crude

mecWanism utilizing,faaks more, approp#ate in a tax redis-
,

tributioh sal e the a qoal. or.i.ented aid systeni T e,total
cost of tlie. eflook ($200 000 - Title I, I$100,0op .Titig
and $401000 'III) representing the *minimum. grant to

each state, codldeqUale$17,ri.tilliony, or nearly 30 !percent
w ,

o the 1972 total appropriation Of $58.6`, million 'That seeps
te, be 'an.expensive underwritinof.the status-quo in a*.Eunv....
tionar area where di:rooted e'xp nsion iapd_,devElopient are

needed. It istdiff ficult -to 'ach'eve planed objectives under
this kincre arrangement )\

The atCA make h9,a!1., use of

itadrtmistraet:.on an utilization of
441 . 0
a valid technique, but it re,quire

the pl4n davice in
Federal funds. Th s is

ntensive dtaff-te a1uag.

kind etion:' incluilng revidion, of suhrti t ed plans and. th
\of adminiszativd-political clout. r!quired tc)rdclucei or

mit' off funcls if the state-plan or its plernentatiop do
-\,%-no meet.stan4ards;

In the present
tal fiscal affairs,

.11

AV

turbulent\yenvironm nt of, intergovernmen,

leaders gUihe---put34 c libx y field now
fade a. new \opportunity4and a new chal.len

IfSC.A expired in 1976. Through the adtiv

e. The present

ty and hard wovk

*ft



Lally people, there is ,emerging' a new recogni.O.on og the

importance fic the public library 'as 'a viable institution in
,

4

a modern society. The President's stat -his %Mallory

24, 1974 Education Message to the Congress cited earlier a.,

this report

commitment.

can, represent potent.iallyvl new and mixwtant

/
./

More?ver, the, nature of the cpmmitmerit js not

necessarily lizi d to a narrow singlo-purpoSo ojective.

Wnder this new. initiativd, a legislative prociromreferreeto

s a Library JaltnerShiP 'A&t is now being, formulat4,4. What

ver the lac iOsliaave title, as it finally, em6tga this

action represe4ts an opportunity to.imple nt an propA.iate4,

strong Feapra rolp and 4W improve

ding system.

Mate L evelS e ' A

As of 1970v71, a total. of 35

of state aid to publid libraries,

mate' approp,:lations for this purposv.' Tlie total ,amount ap-
.

the t0tais\pub,1ic library

/1\
a

states "authorized some fo

howeCeri only 23*, state

-proptiatO t!;:as of: 'Which nine stores appropF:iate.d*7:Y
(

/$45_mi4J4.on:or:lp,v#cOnt 6f the, ,totill for all states._r !-gN9
:

'Vork S tato ii1er5 apProPriated $15. 5 millio or about. 'one-
.

insdlcates,.. ,of course,
1`,

,aid'systeMNfor

third the total for' the pine states. This

,:qtgt in the maj'ority.of evAtes the

likmAries operatesalt, a nominal or miniM41 levy

.11

Hawaii*wher all li racy ;services are state fuhded.,

15

0 w

WIR
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A later (1972-73) analysis by t,410 bureau of Library

and Learning Resources (now ,the Division of Library'Progr:ms)

noted that 13 states had no legislative provision for a s.Dport

.program. An additional nine states thich have direct ascis-

tance programs provided less than $20.0400 per year. Thus

44 percent of the states either make no financial effort to

support local library services, or provide amounts which

must be viewed as nominal. While LSCA can be credited with

activating state concern and some degree of fiscal responEe,'

it is apparent that many states still ha%Te.a long way to ce

in providing an adequate financial base fOr public librar-

services.

There are I.flee p:cimry typos cyst.q.ms ror disburs±nr

state aid. Four statesCalifornia, Illinois, Michigan, and

Nel;; Yorkuse the plan device and require local 1,ibraries to

submit plan: stipulating reorganiza-ion of the' library $yste,11

as a "separate legal entity," providing wide access, des:I:

nation of a headquarters library, anal providing "adeq'uate'

local tax Elupport.. A second model is used by Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island, Massachusetts and New Jersey. This approach

uses elements of the total system notion and establishes

several strata of libraries"with regional or district level

responsibilities. Such libraries may receive separate state

funding.. A third method, described as the Naryland approach,

is,a modified matching system in which the state provide a

fluctuating percentage of local libray revenues.

109
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, ..
Basiq_ governrcmtal principles and fiscal structure don-

,

`sideraLions ITu4ding state level iinvolvarent in funding public
F

libraries are wick!ly ecognized. Clearly, .the state has the

basic governmental responsdbility and the fiscal, resources'

for the development and ecmitable,distribution of publpic

library services to meet the needs of all its citizens. In

deterrining an appropriate level oiE piiblic library funcling

from state sources, consideration should be given to,develop-

ments in public ,education financing. In that field, a recom-

men course of action made by a number of prestigious study

eluding the Advisory Commision on IntqFgovernmental

Relations and the President's CO/mission on School Finance,

call for full state funding (90, 'percent' level) of the costs

of rul)lie education. The basic faccors which' support these

conclusions arc also germane to the 'dublic library fie'd:

(1) differential need far educational services to meet the

requirement of equalized opportunitit'and (2) inter-juris-

dictional :fiscal disparities fc5r the equitable. support of

.public educ,ttioii. The Serranp v..Pr:test case carried this

issue to the courts. The Rodriguez v. Texas decision by,

the U.S. Supreme Court invalidated the Constitutional, but

not the social and fiscal relevance' of the issue. The state

courts' face the burden of resolving the fiscal base dispari-

ties issue in terms of their own constitutional requirements.

'While the outcome in various states may vary, many observers

believe that the issue will remain alive until equitable state

4 ,,a
I -L.
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rfunding mechanisms are imptemtnted. The New Jersey Supre7,e

Court has already moved to eliminate the use of inequitaLle

tax bases as a determinant-of state aid.

'Local Level

The central consideration' in local government source

funding is the,property.tax. 'In 197b, local governments

raised $ 9 biAion in revenue.from local sources; $33 billion

j(85 percent) of this total was derived-from property taxes,

.primarily the ta)( on real -ate. Nearly half ($17.4 billion)

of all local propqirty taxes were expended for public education,

and the relative 1)6r-1:ion has probably increased. since 1972::

tla

o di.fficulties with 'the real property tax are many

and well-known. The t'ax is determined on an ad vaiorembasis
,

which'means,that the amount of the 4-ax for each property

owner is directly proportional to the appraised value of the.
9 0

land and buildings. The prime difficulty lies in deter-

mining and oetting the appraised or assessmeptyalue. Most

state laws or constitutions call for an assessment valu8

on ech property reflecting what a willing buyer would pay

to a wiling seller under open market conditions. Some

states prescribe that market value shall be considered but

not controlling. The difficulties 'increase markedly in

determining assessment values for industrial, commercial

and natural resource property which, under the lakvs of many

states, must also be assessed according to market value and

taxed at uniform rates.

_
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Difficulties related; to 1roperty .taxation are felt in ..

all types of jvisdictions, but-particularly in urban areas.

Here, burgeoning metropolitan area growth coupled with the

flight of the white middle class, has left core cities with

a restricted property tax base,high ta4rate, and increasing

fu ling requirements to meet local needs. The clamor of the

so-called taxpayers revolt focuses, perhaps mistakenly, on

the property tax. Presidential response to this pressup

late in 1971 resulkEd in a.request to the Advisory Commission

on Intergovernmental Relations to explore the use of a value-
.

added tax as a s'pstitute for the residential property tax
2

used for.school. purposes. 'The ini7estigation did not recommend

such a changa, but it did opt for imprdvements in property

adminitration.

Adjusl.ments, corrections and imErovelbents can be made in

the utilization and administration of property taxation. Most

observers 6.14.1, however, that it will continue to provide the

basic source-of revenue of local gowrnment. State .take-over

of public elication Lunding would, oi! course, provide much

local relief. That course of action remains only a,promise

of the future in the vast majority Of states.
al

These are the factors to, be considered in appraising

the dominant role of local government in funding, publ4i

libraries. They provide heavy evidence that a sub-

stantial shift is requires if we 'hope to sustain a v

pattern of public library'services.

4 Al 41,

_ 1
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The 'Problem of Meetin Different Needs

Readership patterns and library service requirements

vary and are.: changing further.. The qUestionmust be asked

whether losses or shifts in readership are due to a lack

of responsiveness of the public' library or lack of adequate

funding, or both.

Transactions-of both print and non-print media
showed a 12 ercent'decline nationwide, de-
creasing from 63 million transactions in 1965
to 560 million in 1968. The only increaseAin'
number of patron transactions occurred, in the
smaller cities (25,000-34,999) whichshowed
a 6,percent increase. The decline was greatest
(16 percent) in the largest communities, those
having epopulation of 100,000 and over.'

The change-in this measure of demand would appear

tu bequ4e- siguificant--not only 13 the utilization of

library services decreasing nationally, the' decrease is

disproportionate in,theaarger citics wherp gublic libraries
/Jr

d have their .longest tradition of service. At

in a number of jurisdictions, suburban demand

originated an

the same tiLe

for library services' is ifitreasing.

\

.The problem of, marked differences in core city and

suburban public library utilization is compounded by the

fact that expenditures/for the diminishing services of core

city libraries are increasing. Per capita expenditures of

library, systems serving populations, over 100,000 doubled

from 1960 to 1968. These increased costs may reflect ex-
.

panded efforts, of urban libraries as they seek to meet new



challenges and new serrilce needs. They also ,may ,reflect

the more or less fixed expepdiure patterns of\library>bureau-

crat...lieSe tiadlitiow.,24.m at.4,0,44zzcreing in cost,
)

but not in relevance
,for

meeting the needs of core city'res.

dents. In eitIler event, hard-pressed city budget administra-

tors and ,executi'ves are likely a to require more justification

for their support of these services or to reduce\bUdgets

accordingly.-

Thy 'role of state and Federa fiscal policy mech4nisms

in this kind of ,,situation seems clear. They shOuld p7vide

leaderShip and guid,ilines for local governmqnt officia;7,, to

follow, in the support,of public libraried, and, to the m4xi-
,

mum extent' possible, provide a flov of funds which can.lbeitt

assist and natch' local fiscal effort.

Relationshi4 to Public School Libratiea

- It seems clear that in further defining and sharpening

role and miF,sion, closer organizational, functional and

fiscal linkages' must be developed be'veen the public library

and school libraries within the public education establishme:ct.

The goal is not merger of the two sys4ms orthe abso4tion

of one by the othe4., Rather, the objctive is to seek a

creative and enriching mnxture of the two systems to provide

improved and coordinated services in all,communiiies with

the minimum duplication of services atitaxpayers expense.

9



Today's scene in both functional areas- is turbulent.
* .

, i .

Publiceducation can be described as a battleground. It

' is a highly coliPartmntalizedi bureaucratizcd. governmental

t

nstituti6n which, as npted'earlier, is toow receiving severe

',criticism for performance failure and its lack of full role

vance to basic socie al needs. A substantial part of the..

struggle in public elf,lic"-ation, perha.ps not as

fiscal, reflects the clynam.i.c

are beginning to becorie operative_.

forces 9f basic

visible

education is breaking out of its restraining, concepts and,

rigid forms is emerging. Hopefully, edutat4=4; gopas, and

structures yill:be to reflect increasedconcern.

for the quality of life,' a concern that,emPhagizps th

"sensibility" about which Mblz has spoken in -The ,Metropolitan'

Library. To the extent that, these ci%anges emerge

help make them happen, there is a net2d for strong
/

;inkages Abe. tween the public education and public library

funttional

systems.

Structural' and 0

rinAlly, there are a number of structural and orgarili-

-zational' prOblems affectingpublic librl ries at state and

local levels that need to be mentioned.

1. Local- governmqnt can be viewed

system for many governmental dervioes

public libraries. Typically, state statutes

local units of government to establit# Public
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libraric sand grant authorit
frequently in the- form o'g, a 1,404cIFibed maximum tax rate.

pre.scribed tax Wadi was de-in many instances,
sIgnedc: as a, guarantee of fisRal suPPort has bec°1cricl with the
passage of time and rising costs, an inaclequate ,ceiling can
revenues and expenditures. The larger poin the
preVaient Ilse of permissiye leginattion prprldeS-no:t much in
the wa of incentive or y for. the' estab . shr nt and a
gressi e development of Icpcal public liVrary services.
is little in the way of permissi
t.i.on of local public educatio

In most statee the 'traditional state library w'as created..to
serve the special library and *chive needs -cf-tWaT-4-fate .

.

capitea clientele Over the years,., .agenCy 11.41aar

states has Zed the way in not only 'provi'ding :direct: Aervi..,pee.t

but also in e$ctendirig Ilbrary4,sprvices to local cRumiunities.
In a, nAtional persvecave, the role of the state libraxi
agency s criAcial to, 'the development;

-4; 1:11tark services envisioned in :Ills -report is
national interest to 'stimulate .and, support ttke Otrengtheni

og the state libraxY ageileY to e.erfoxitn,thiS. teas C. hat is, .

requixed is an agoncy whical is clearlY .charged with aggressiv
lepdership responsibillty for statewide development o ade-

quote u4a . ` .icery services
dmiiustratively to carry out

anizata.,



provide the means of formulating and implementing s.Ind,

Tapgressi policies and procedures which are responsive

to changing needs. me

he pattern pf state organization for administration of

pliblic library services varies. .4Soard:pand cdMmissions

heading up state library organizations are commonly -.1scd.

Some of these are independent administrative 'agencies;

others may be advisory to the library unit housed in the
4 .1., 4

state education department or some other department of state

government.. There is some research available which concludes

that library agencies operating within state educatiznal

departments fare better, according to budget and other,

ac ministrative criteria, txan library .units located else-
)

l 0

...whoie in state gOVOrnmont. There arc strong, prOpopentP fo
44 {

0 ,

. the uge of-independenat administrative .boards or comrLssicns
. 0

on. the specific ,grounds that th'ey prpvide direct access to ..
,Y1 "''s,*

,1.`

'the legislative and the governor. Other observers are

critical of the plural executi' form of organization.'

more re3Oarch is needed in this area; Olearly no one orgr.n-'

izatimal form can be prescribed-for all states. The ceLtral.

criterion is that the state agency must be able to demon-
/

strate.'substantia pplitical'clout at the ighest of

state '4g9vernmen

0

and it mugtbe.supported by increazingly

fstronglvigorOus constituencies ai state and local levels:

Whatever form is used,the criteria indicated above should

be applied to 4valuate itp effectiveness.

-99-
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B. Alternative Options for Funding

the Public Library BEST COPY AVAILABLE

. One of the problems in formulating a set of alternative

options for funding the public library is the difficulty of

estimating the total national cost,of a viable pattern cf
0

public. library services. In this report, 'ome effort has bpen f

made to assess fiscally and comparatively the status and leve,

of services which now exists.. In general terms, ehe report

has been bluntly cr4+tical of the distribUtion,
, ;

1

and content of existing services. It has been

scope, pattern

noted that

total expenditures by st,kt46 ana localities forNblic library

services (including Federal funds) was $814 million in 1E:71

d

An effort also has becn n.z4 to chazacterize and dozcrf4e

the potential role and funciiiions of the publi library

meeting the defined needs of' a modern society. The points
1

have been made with emphasis that the presentsystem of fund_ng

the,public library is basically deficientp and that the.insti-
,)

tution is underdeveloped national resourde. IA its presen';

form and at its present level of expenditure .it has not

achieved anything 'like its full potential of 'service in rost

communities.

.1

C

Based on the $814 million national expenditure describeAl
/

above, 'the per capita rate bf,exp'enditpres in 19.71-72 was
. ,

approximakely14.00. An "exemplary program, .such as-four.-? in

1 -100-
111



Nassau County, New York, cost just uncle? $12.00 per capita

in the same year. Current calculations for Nassau County

indicate. a presOnt cost leirel of almost $14.00 per capita.

Thus, it would semi reaselyaKe that a more adequate 'national

program of public library services could rgflect a per capita

'cost iange of $,8.00 - $10.00. 'Total national expenditures

might then approximate .a range of between V1,7 billion and

$2,1 billinn, hAgnri rim 1974 rOrUlatiOn estimates. This

would seem to be a mores...realistic national expenditure figure

on which to formulate a set of alternative options for funding

the publ.J!c library.

There is .a aeries of "five options that can be considered

in developinij alternative systems for financing publi, library'

services. or purposes of this disdussion which follows, they

can be identified as: (1) status quo featuring no change

from the present system, (2) a

Government Unancing.role:, or

retrenzhMent of the Federal

direct\Pederal fundlng at a

75-90 percent of total cost level, (4 expanded state funding

role t© the 5-90 perRept level, and (5) a staged funding

program moving toward a balanced intcrgovernmental funding

system. . These alternatives are intended as a strategic,

rather than an exhaustive grouping of possible options. Each

will be exaridnedin terms of the possible 'advantages, dis-
N

advantages and
%problems their implementation would entail in

achievAng the level and nature of public library, services

envisioned in this report.
ti

Y
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Status quo

The difficulty of discussing a status quo or o change

option.is that, as,plit keport makes cleat, ch'ange itself is
9100

a prime feature of the present system. This is particularly,

true at the Federal level in relation to revenue sharing, the

cutting-off of the categorical funding programs and, currently .

the formulation of a new kind of Federal dinitiative. While'

it is difficult to predict the outcome of prdsent,discu'ssions,
a

it is certain that whatever the final formulation of the

'Federal program, it will have a deciced effect on.state and

local fivancing pattetns.

Ore formulation of a status 'quo op Lion would be .to assume

zero funding of LSCA 'and, -a compleee reliance on general and spp

cial revgiuc sharing to prolvide.Feddral funds for local library

services. Based on .the 'evidence to date of (1) the

success of 'Modal public libraries in competing for

revenue sha.-ing funds, and (2) "the very modestre

ates, under the prodding Of ten ye..,.rs of LSCA t

meager

T'onse of

provide

adequate lev!ls of state funding, thc- outcome of implementing

this kind of option seems very clear. In 'the present and'
Y

foreseeable future climate of municipa

likely that public libraries will be

finance, it is not.

l6 to greatly improve
their bargaining position for the tight local tax dollar.

.

This is particulprly, true in urban:Cinters where demands,

\
/

are greatest and where tIe dispar-ties bdtween needs *and-,\ ,

resources 4e most marked. Und t present community

-102-



development patterns,'the tight local' t'ax dollar will also

increasingly represent a barrier to library development in

many suburban communities. Even now, suburban communities

are facing substantial ands incteasing municipal service and
-

school costs, and they frectuently are not equipped with the
,

0

kind .of., tax base to easily meet now needs. Static and devel-
.

oping ku\ ral communCtios are characterized by koth.unrecOgnized

needs and an un ireloped'tax, base and 'governmental organiza-
%

tion framework:. kt is1., unlikely that rurarlocal gOvernment

wi4.1.assignr-4holoriate priority to the +development of local&

library sdrvices.,

A poteritial bright spot in the local governmen.Cscene

ip the avitext of their will and capability of developing

improved public libiary services, is at the county leyci.

Counticalhavo the,gcographic size, 1..esources and governmental

capability co implement imprOda patterns of public librtry

services'. The current ground-swell of ,interest and activity

in county home -rule is an adddd phis factor. On the other

hand, less sanguine observersgpoint, cut that countieshave

been "emerging" for at.leaSta-deoade or two and, yet,

can hardly be called a viable.forM of .area-wide gone nment.'

Theke is also the problem that the development ad Provision
i

---4_

\--of as adequate fiscal support base ifor a county program of

\
. -

,

ibrary services must be coordinated with the'diffusbd pattern\.1.

of local services which now vxidts.' Other 4merging forms oi

regional governmental orgal4zat4.ons -based co coopeirative.
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I

eon entL ariong..ounits of'. local g6vernment can aI\so be

114ef n developiq improvpd legal public library service.
Thei \limitation is that 'they: rarely have theirs.on finar.aing
base, nor are they empowered. to levy taxes against any' 1.6cal
government tax base- ,

f

With respect to the :.state response under a status quo
'

option featuring. zero Federal support under'14SCA and a reliance
on general and special revenue sharing, the likely picture of
the future is not ,brighter for development of a modern Prograt

' ..of public library services..' . It Can be argued that- even ''the
direct 'prodding of an LSCA has not produced :the level of state
fiscal response that ig required, Or that might be reaSonablx

, .

expected.
'visibility

Part of the problem is related to the, low politi:cals
of public libraries, both at,local and state covers,-,

As . . =.
mental levels. 'In .addition, as discussed earlier the

At

state
organization for the development of public library services;
in moat instances, cannot be desc::ibed as providing vig9rbtzs
and aggressive,; leidership with easy cce's$ to the executive*
and legislative cehters of political anti fiscal power. State
legislation ls typically permissivd, constrained, and lacks

4 '
a firm mandatr, for full, continuing development of high
standard public library services .availaifle to 4411 cii4i4pnT,,4-

2mprove.ments must bc made A these' areas kefore substantiapy
increased state 'funding can' Le expected

Another

aO4iOVing

factor that .must be viewed.,as

upgraded state admin4stratiVe
.cletrimental to«'
a.101 fisectalt 'r416 "4";

* .

4

**
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it, the palkallizinq impact of Federal revenue sharing itself.

Two-thirds of revenue sharing funds are directed to local

governments for she support of a wide range of services,

including pUblic libra;:ies. States have the mTdate for

the, development of public library services, yet they can

neither guide nor direct the.-utlization of local revenue

sharing .fundsin this or "any other' program area. It is also

difficult to design an adeqUalke state fiscal support system

for public libraries that can be coordinated Witti a stable

pattern of use with respect to local revenue sharing funds.

thirigs considered, it seemsLappareptthat a status

quo option, featuring zero funding of LSCA and full reliance

on gcneral-:-evenue ?haring funds, is not a l=ikely. candidate

for insuring the development and concinuing fiscal' support

7,f a natiozmide modern program of publie-library services.

The form anti nature of special revepue shai.ing programs have

not yet emerged from the Congre;s1, an/. it would be entirely

speculativeto attempt to evaluate tl-eir impact. It can be .

stated "with assurance that to achieve the kind of public

library sejvices envisioned in this report, any such Federal

or related stag funding programs must (1) provide substantial

relief 'for the overuse of local tax dollars in this areaA'and

(2) direct the dse of such funds toward specific measures to

Improve the distribution, content and quality of such services.

gig 1 23
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A second formulation of the status-quo option would,

feature complete reliance on LSCA and a writing -off of any

possible impact from revenue sharing funds. SoriN observers

would argue that a writing-off of revenue sharing funds in

relation to. local public librilry services is only a nuance

away froh, present reality. 4,4has been noted earlier thc.t

the latest actual use report indicating the amount of revenue

sharing funds used fore public libraries is indeed quite small,

Continued reliance on LSCA in its present form is perhaps

not so bleak a, picture. The key, of course, is the extent

to which LSCA can induce substantial increases in state

finding for public library services. It has been pointer

out both that the states have lagged, but also that demon7,

ztrable progrdss has been made. 4g7lin, a prime.factor in

improvingstate performance in this area is to strengthen

the form, impact, and mandate underpinning state public -

library organization and legislation. A plus factor indi-
.

eating that the tire is ripe to'movu.on this front is that

states currently enjoy an improved fscal and tax base posi-

tion. Partially offsetting that factor errano7Priest

related pressure for substLntially enlarging the state fiscal

role in support of public education. Such action might rake

,substAntial inroads in state level Lnused taking capability.

The aknessez of the LSCA have been pointed out. he

INre
.. gialation projects neither the. =wept nor the urging of

a Fe ral role iris developing" and maintaining a program of
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public librgry services designed to mFet the informational,

educational, ancultural needs -of an industrialized nation.

Other weaknesses include the authorization-appropriatibns

gap, thd inefficiency of "floor" or minimum tjrants to each

state, and the absence of clout in evaluating and adminis-

tering the state plan requirevent. These weaknesses, coupled

with the fact that the level of Vederal funding, historically

and currently, under the Act has heen.nowhere.near the level

required to constitute a viable intergovernmental part4rship

for public library development, give rise to serious ques-

tions, on future performance.

2. Retrenchment of the Federa3 financing role

This option would feature a cpmplete withdrawal of

Federal funding for the development ef public library services,

and will be' considered here without substantive reference to

general or special,, revenue sharing prpgrams. Defined in this

way, the opUoh focusses directly on the Federal role ques-

,tion in supporting and maintaining plolic libraries. What

it really sales is that it is inappropriate _or the Federal

government to participate in such a program, and that fiscal

support of the institution is a matter to be determined by

the states and localities without Federal direction of ::.nter-
N,

vention. The option, of course, flies in the face of the

developmental history of public libraries guided and stimu-

lated by the LSCA and the President's recent statement, Fited

pearlier. IL should be noted, however, that realistically,
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not far emoved from the Federal position, of zero

funding described above. Reliance on local and state govern---
meats to wke effective Lse of revenue sharing funds for

public libraries can be viewed as tantamount to withdrawal

of substantive. Federal interest.

The question of the Federal role in this program area

can be approached on both fiscal and philosophic grounds.

Fiscally, of course, thanks to the income tax and'an expanding

economy, the Federal Government represents the largest single

source of tax receipts. While we worship at the shrine of
k.)

localism in this country, we have permitted tl%e--centralization

of large components of our tax resources at Federal and state

levels. The revenue sharing program itself is evidence 1

this fact avid the need to return a small portion of these

funds to states and municipa)ities. As previously pointed
Ir< I

out, the coacept of revenue sharing uriginally s!:TaS "tot encum-

bered with the concomitant elimination of categorircal support

programs. There is, then, no basis for the withdrawal of

Federal support for fiscal reasons.

6

On the philosophic side, major emphases of this report

have been

libraries

potential

intrinsic

national resource and its, as yet, unrealized developmental

to examine the developmental history of public

and to assess their present and prospective future

for meeting the needs, of a modern society. The:

worth of the public library institution as a

126 -10?-
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possibilities for meeting the heeds hos been emphasized.
I

Certainly there is no underlying philosophic rationale that

ow be cited tca ugport a complete Federal withdrawal.

On the other hand, because of the particulardevelopmen-
f

tal history of the public library and the functions which it

can and should perform, there are indeed valid reasons for

retaining and strenV.hening the Federal role. The public,
library is chronologically an old institution and it emerged,,

out pf perieptions of need which stimulated the interest and

fiscal suppoVt of private benefactors., Its entry as a publicly-
....

financed progkan\ supported as a full responsibility of govern-
,

ment came late and, as a matter of fact, is'still emerging.

The Federal and support proorom itF-Af is lessethan two decades

old. States have been slow to respond to library; development

needs for a whole variety of reasow-1, but they have developed

new and strengthened activities as :1 result of a modeSt Federal

stimulus. The institution has a quiat political posture and,
4

while aggretsiVe actions are needed in this area, it may be

the inherent nature of the public library to pAptect a quiet

social image. It may be that such an image is both a4 aspect

of its vulnerability and an essence of its strength as it -

,

seeks to provide a wide range of informatipn and, educational

services to all,. Certainly no onct suggests that public

libraries should serve only a selectedclientele, or, that

the materials which it offers should be selected to reflect
4.

only certain viewpotfits. 'The public library's image:of social

objectivity old openness to all is beyond question.
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Thus, because of the historical 4rcumstanoes 'h.eh
-4 o

characterize the emergenc# of the public libra f as a govern-.

mental institution, and because of the uniq = and brdad

social purppses which it.sprves,.it can ue argued th.a

stroneFederal 'admanistritive and fi al role is essential

to its future development. 'To = extent that such a role
Q

is implemented fully to insure an equitable distribution of

adequate public-library s = vices,'it may one 'day be diminished

or withdrawn. This lysis makes, clear that such a time is

in the distant fu re.

Fedetaligellikua:2aystem: 75-90 percent level
. .

Theoretically, it is possible to postulate a system

of public libraries Federally funded, according to standards, at

a 90 percent or higher level of actual costs. In terms of

efficiency mid a strategically directed distribution of ser-

vices to achieve, comparable_ cove in all parts of the

nation, suca an optional course would rank high. at would thus

be possible to exploit fully the deWlopment ,and application

of the latei technology tp pravide wide accessibility to

scarce xeference material and to imize service at the

lowest possible cost. Using such a plan,.it would be easier

and more efficient, to coordinate zuCh a program with library";

service progxams funded under MA, Title II,,the Higher

Education Act apd other library-related Federal, alsistance
pkograms. The LibraTy of Congress could be viewed as the

administrative arm of the Federal Government fox directing



and supervising the..ogteration of the proposed system. lM

spite of the apparent rationa14.ty,that can be advanced in
support of this option, the negative aspects and the sheer
improbability arc overwhelming faqporq. Federal absbrption
of costs to the tune, of $814 million let alone the $1 7
billion or $2.1 billion lev61 of funding suggested in this

. . . - , ' '

report as more realistic, staggers, the political
the fiscal, imagination.

Apart from such ethereal issues, the fact is th
public .library is nothing if it is not a co unity -bas

agency. a.Proximity is an important, if not essential,
aiont, notwithstanding the nici4 sophisticate,d.techrplogr.---
,Local libx,a.ry boards -.and community 7..Pelations may be faulted

for 'not producing a more active, ago iessive political

stituencY to insura a higher-level pf fiscal support,
they coast Lute a vital link to the local community.
quality, perhaps the very existence,, of these ,grass-wroots
relationships would be greatly.diminished or destroyed under
a federalized system. No one' who seeks a strengthening of

the Federal role Is likely to propose a completely .federalized
ptiblic library system.

Expanded state fundin role: 75-90 ercent level
On a scale comparable ata the federaolized public librar

7system described above, this option features.virtual Stek#0
take-over of public library financing. Att the lower level of



the range (75 percent) this alternativeimould include both.
,complementary Federal and local financing. At the higher
level (9.C),, percent)* it would likely include eitIler a

'amount from Federal or local sources, but not

The option is similar to staatantiv'e proposals for .re-
vision of the pub4.1.Q educat'ion anancin system, and t19.,..
problems to iiihich.such proposals areacreSppoSe are compareb,

Within 'each state there are wide di:sparities between educa-.
tional' needs and the taxxesources required. for .meeting these
needs on an equitable basis. State equalitation,,formulas
and grant isY-Atelus have been .designed -,-to deal with the,problemt

but many 'epresent only partial or isladequate 'solutions'. The

Serrano-Priest issue elevated the debate to .tl a t.S.. Supreme

Court which invalidated the ebnstitutiFtnal, but not the- si2b-
stantive que3tion. As indicated earlier
are expected to resolve the issue.

Theoreiicallyi a stronger and mr e feasible casq_can
made for 'state take-over of the public library financing
urden than fox the federaliz syston described above. The

state is much more closely elated to .local municipal4.ties
and the states have a w 1-recognized mandate for,th develop-
ment of public:library pervices While this ri4P(;rt is criti,..cal
of state, public library adminiStrative machinery and

e bases they do -exist and are er U der the stim. p g. 4,3 lu

i*ScA state plans have, been developed and
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awareness of the need for effective, state-wide patterns of

public library' sirvices. Some state' programs. are exempldi

and have strong administrative and fiscal Support.

Although there lis a problem of inter-state disparities

in terms of taxdrtsources, there is little doubt that most

states could absorb the ,increase in expenditures required. to

assure the present level of public library service costs and,

overtime, to progressively move to the higher plateaus pro-overtime,

posed in this-paper. It has been pointed out that the states

currently are in an improved fisal position and have the

unusedtax capacity to increase state spending.

Under this option, the difficulty of inter-state dispari-

ties in fif.pal capadity could be reduced by a Fedexal input
designed to alleviate some or. all of the prbblem,

4
at least

in those states whIchdeviate markedly from national averages.

Local tax c=tributions could be designed on a modest incen-

tive basis to insure an appropriate degree of local involve-

ment in the ',Ilannitng, and detrelopment,bf an improved public

library system.

The prime weakness of this option, of course, is that

there is no sure way oemaking it happen on a nationwide basis.

Federal input, even at a 15 or 20 percent level, is probably

not_suficierAL Lc; 'eit4er require or insure progressive state

ley-el response required -Zo-f-iffigrovqd public library- ,services.

Sxperienco'under LSCA.piovides only partial and 4.nco

31 -113-
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evidence, at this stage, of effectiveness of tpe Federal
e

stimulus. Moreover, state executives and legislators may

not respond well to the challenv of vastly increased state

support in the present revenue sharing climate. ?Alter all,

the lion's share of revenue sharing funds is directed toward

the' local level and public library support is one of the

identified objects, for which such funds can be expended.
/

.1

These constitute severe, if not disabling, difficlties in

the pos4ble implementation of this alternative pian.

I.

Balanded Intergovernmental Funding System
*

I abi i

. %

The distinguishing feature of this alternative is
. !

.

indicated by use of the term "balancd" and the-notion, as.

specified below, that such a system' pan be ,attained on a
I

,,. ,
staged basiE over time, or revised accordance wi nOW

circumstances and changing develop:. ntal conditions. Such

a notion iE perfectly in, accord wit the definition of-
federalism as a dynamic, not static, partnerahip of Federal,

state and lucal, governments. MoreoVer, the tent "belan,d,"

as used in the formulation of this gx.tioT, does not refer

Adlolly,or.even primarily, to an equil brium based on pre-

cisely measured fiscal resources. Rather, the word is

intended to reflect the degree of fiseal and administrative

commitment required by each level of government to achieve

the content and quality of public 1,4brary services common-

1

curate with the needs of a modern s clety.

-114-
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one nature of this alternative syitem would be designed

to redress the obvious fiscal imbalance of the present system
f

in which local- governments, collectively, provide more than
. ..

(
80 percent of the total cost of a sub-standard pattern of.

I

.

services: The rationale for this change reflects a response

to a number of key.factors previously cited; (1) public

library services are at present inequitably distributed to

serve total population needs) (2) local municipalities,.

particularly urban communities, are increasingly constrained

in their fiscal ability to upgrade and expand; or even
,

maintain, the present level of public library servicest. and

(3) the inherent difficulty that pbblic libraries, have in

developing the. aggressive political constituencies and clout

to win a hither proportion of tight local tax dollars.
.

Another feature would be directed toward defining and,

to the extent possible, .requiring an increased level of

state fiscal support for public libra:1, services. Clearly,

-for reasons E,lrea4y discussed in thiss report, the state is

the logical and appropriate age,ncy tr.. assume primary respon-

sibilityL forthe maintenance and progressive development of

ouch services. It has both the mandate and the untapped
.

fiscal resources to do the job. Observers of the LSCA

program over the years have pressed for increased utiliza-

tion of these funds to establish and equip.viable state

library administrative organizations, and, they were on point.



Any plan to achieve improved library services accessible to

all citizens whirl does not feature increased state admini-

strative and fiscal support carries with it a great burden

of proof.

Still another feature would establish a Federal, admini-
,

strative and fi4Ical involvement substantial) ''greater the

the ;SCA design. The Federal government would estab.i.sh
the planning and adMinistrative capability to prepare its

own national plan and program for the deVelopment off', fully

adequate public library services. The Federal funding

program would be at a level commensurate wit, -the task of

inducing a 14gher level of state suppJte and in a form
cesigned to insure that kind of state responsq. States

would be required to prepare and submi.t plans specifying

their objee:ives,and action agendas,t3 achieve defined

goals. Plans would besubstantively reviewed, approved

and auditOd to evaluate,vrogress towrrdodefined goalb and

to determine .eligibility for future fanding. )

To some, this formulation of a Federal role might seem

e replication of the CLSCA design, it is not., What is

proposed is a new and broader 'kind of Federal commitment

geared to nothing less than an expanded and improved

pattern of public library services for the nation: The .

.

intermediate andeimplementing objective is to ilisuxq'develop-
ment

.0. .

ment of an:intergovernmental fiscal support system eaphble of
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achieving that goal. 'The expensive and inefficient. !fl.00r",
replants underr.LSCA would be lettisoned in favor be paynicnts

\geared to a fixed, perhaps deer a.sing, percentage of adj,usted
standard costs applied to elan approved programs and'services.
State and local ability to support such.services and dOplopment-

grograniswould be taien into account. The plan device would
.IP '

be Istr(Ingthened and wot44`be used, in expanded scope, as the ,

bails for. goal- oriented rederal-state administrative and fisc.1,
relationships.

,
. The inevitable cluestio arises: what should be the level o x. . . _ _ ,

,range of gederal, state.nd .local governpnts h lag in that..
... .

kind of upgraded program? In this connetion /it thOuld be

0./'

or
pointed oug.. that. tizg question ',should be aci.draeqsacli in teraTes

of.' a total 'expenditure level moving steadily upwarit from"

$til4 ril.lior! LowV sclmatiii,.ng apprpo4:ve..ng, .
bi31ion, . .,

figure cited earlier,. To achieve.this progression .over. the
. r

itiropp perh4r.t 10 yeairs, required to fIsta4lish 'upgraded and
. .e.

ended public li4rarli.sex(ices4 it wou ld seem logical to
.

.. ,
,

a siage4 ztkpprdache In such'a or nulation, the- r
plyieportiontcould start ot- a .level. o 30 percent-4>f total
cost and, dec.reasa. to* 40 perce:?# over the ti pe . period., Th? .

.
.

f , r

state , PF9P0Aair4C4,1_ cptil4 'etart.:at.;0 percent. '4n4 incgoo.se to.
, . ) . ..

SO *remit'', acs the 19cal. level could start 'ate sp 0i4cgsrt#
!and decrease .4) 30 ,Percent,. '...'T.his k,.ind.cf4,4!..approOch,:-=

figures. are not ,intended to4i)P precise) would insure
si,

0.mmediate relici -thei, for the ver-taxeu loCal 31.1.4:44.cotiOnd-,

Rf

4
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provd.de increased ,funds from state' and kaderal.govelirdents to

launch needed program improvem4nts. and also eratriden.for a

strateqic intergovernmental fiscal support system., "cap l
ctf, aphiev.ing the goal over a ten.year csitbd. of tithg... The

r

ultimate degree of invelveRent, As repiesellted )0y the'

.percentage figure 0.1, percent Pede4al, tOupercent state,.

and 30 percegt lee
level of continuin
melatal level;

reflects adequately an appropriate,'
nterest'.and s4.:nvo).vement .by..ealerth .gpyeTti-

The plan out;.linT,d.;.1.i, tot intended:; as a, pr43cise ppgebri
-,

tXon. It can be faulted, perhaps,, as.b6.419 aimpracticals even'

Visiohary in approach an4 (resign..., It iii4i*ondeds.howeri!eri

as a'broad etik tktli,Yie ropres tative tak. the features.

alternative Ruriding system wiiichi accords

-content-and quality( a. public.envis4oned
G

n this rep-ire. Ikito )over, vit ptovides, a broad =
promise of

1:104 scoPe

progressive$ improved ,p4blie library .rxiigram and ratheF

immediate' relief from theilunlialanC94 PVisscint system ;uncle

hi ch the .&44se of thb i'utaiq11.1 razy,, ihstiituti can

-anticipated with much certainty.

..
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SECTION IV

°FOOTNOTES
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Kathleen.Molz, "The Federal Role in Support of Public
Lihiaries, Idsue Pape'r,,United States Office of Education
Draft, February 18, 1972, pp. 9-10, unpublished.
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